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FIVE GENERATIONS

Vinson-For-Senate
Boom Is launched
By Ky. Democrats

Work To Begin In
April

or

Donations to the Red Cross
Frankfort, March 13—Secrehave totaled $4,009.88 to
fund
M.
Fred
Treasury
the
tary of
Chairman George ElTuesday,
Vinson, handy man of the Roosedred reported, and indications
velt and Truman administration,
are there is a fair chance the
is top choice for the Kentucky
county's quota may yet be met
senatorial nomination, come Aualtho the drive has not come
up to expectations in some parts
gust.
Democratic leaders view with
of the county yet, the chairman
alarm the turbulent situation now
said.
existing within the party.
With most of the canvass in
districts of Princeton
Those who put party success
residential
Paul L. Garrett
above party factions believe a
completed and downtown booths
President of Western State
Democratic victory is.a certainty
well, only fragmentary
College, Bowling Green, who doing
this November if the right man
have come in from rural
reports
was guest speaker at Wednescan be found to make the race.
of the county and few
sections
day's meeting of the Kiwanis
Astute observers are not certain
have met their quotas
these
of
Club.
any of the want-to-be candidates
thus far, Mr. Eldred said. Last
can turn the trick. They would
year the county, outside PrinceA ton, gave $2600 to the Red Cross
like to avoid a knock-down and
drag-out primary which would
Visits Town First
fund, best record ever made, the
weaken the party in November.
records indicate.
To
Years
8
In
Time
Prominent party members afThe campaign is scheduled to
filiated with various groups and
See Farm-Home Show
end Friday, March 15, but will
factions thruout the State driftHenry Hartigan, one of
be continued, Mr. Eldred said,
Five generations in one family, pictured above gathered Sun- ing into Frankfort during the 4
this county's good farmers,
until the county's quota has been
day, March 3, at the home of David Creasey, Wilson Warehouse legislative session are in accord
came to Princeton Monday
subscribed. No report has been
road, for dinner.
on one subject: Almost without
for the first time in 8 years
received from Fredonia as yet,
was
descended,
are
others
the
whom
from
Creasey,
Mrs. A. H.
exception they believe Fred M. . . . to attend the Farm and
daughbut Seth Wigginton, chairman
the
is
she
stock,
pioneer
born during the Civil War. From
Vinson is the answer to the
Home Equipment Show at
there, has never failed to obtain
ter of Mr. and Mrs. David Lowery, but for many years she has senatorial problem.
Eastside School. He was
generous response from the peolived in the Hall community.
They say if the Secretary will
especially interested in the
ple of that community.
She has five sons, David, farmer; Everett, school teacher; consent to become a candidate
pit gates exhibited by the
Donations reported by ChairJewell, merchant, all of this county, Clarence, merchant, Wone- he can have the nomination
Kentucky
of
University
man Eldred up to Tuesday inwoc, Wisconsin, and W. L. Creasey, farmer, Providence. Another without opposition; that his respecialists in labor saving
cluded more from industries and
son, Earl, school teacher, died several years ago. Mrs. Leona entry into the Kentucky politidevices. The pit gates perbusiness concerns, a partial list
Trader, circuit court clerk, is a granddaughter.
cal arena would do more than
mit vehicles to pass over
of donations resulting from canFront row, left to right
anything else to unite the party,
them but not livestock.
vasses of residential streets, and
Mrs. A. H. Creasey, 82; David Creasey, 81, son.
and that his election in Novemfrom booths as follows:
returns
Back row,
ber is a certainty.
Princeton Mills, $25; CumberOra Marie Young, 16, great granddaughter; Brenda Young, 1,
Consensus of political opinion
land Mfg. Co., $56.25; employees,
great great granddaughter; Naomi Baker, 35, granddaughter.
gathered at Frankfort points to
$16.03; Cedar Bluff Quarry, $250;
the need of a new face in the
Hosiery Mills employees, $72.42;
senatorial picture. All speculaPrinceton Shoe Co., $25; Capitol
tion on a new face eventually
Theater, $50; Citizens Ice Co.,
gets around to Vinson.
$25; W. L. Mays, $10; Merchants
Quartet
Will
Be
Asbury
Whether the former Ashland
Service Line, $5; Frank Guess,
In Summer
Music Feature Of
congressman can be persuaded
$5; Robinson Implement Co.,
Spare Stamp No. 9 in Ration
Annual Services
The annual solo contests for public is cordially invited to to relinquish a cabinet post and
$15; Sweeney's ;Grocery, $5;
k Four or in the single-sheet
return to the running end of
The annual revival services Princeton Hotel, $5; Stucco Inn,
of Butler High Bend attend all these sessions.
members
ar ration book, became good
how
upon
depend
may
The Butler Band will compete politics
will begin Friday night at 7:30 $2; West End Food Store, $5;
are scheduled for Friday night,
ch 11, for 5 pounds of -canin the district contest at Madi- much pressure Kentucky Demo- o'clock at
Ogden Memorial Williams Texaco Service Station,
sugar. The stamp will be
next
continuing
March 15, and
sonville playing as its concert crats can exert in Washington.
with
Rev. J. Lester $10; Dr. W. L. Cash, $10; Roy
the
Church
cod through October 31, 1946,
Last week the big effort to
week, K. V. Bryant, director of numbers Madamoiselle Modist
the subject: Herron, $5; C. L Wadlington,
preaching
on
McGee
. H. Goodman, Kentucky
the band, said Tuesday. Winners overture, by Victor Herbert; draft Vinson was started from "Bringing The Lost To Christ." $5; E. G. Rothrock, $5; Dr. I. Z.
PA district director, said this
Robert
the
sources.
in
Kentucky
several
Princeton
represent
will
Cotton Moon overture, by CampMusic will be in charge of Barber, $5; Dr. B. L. Keeney,
eel.
district contest at Madisonville, bell-Watson, and the American Hannegan, Democratic National the Asbury Theological Semi- $10; Bodenhamer's, $20; HenrietIt is expected a second home
chairman, is being sold on the
March 22.
Patrol, by T. W. Meacham.
nary Quartet, of Wilmore. Mem- ta Hotel, $5; Cherry's Restau•
sugar stamp will be
Cornet and clarinet sections
Persons who have cars and idea that Vinson as the Demo- bers of the quartet are Ed, El- rant, $20.
alidated in late June or July,
will compete Friday night, Mr. will take a load of the young ratic senatorial nominee in Ken- mer and Ernie Kilbourne, of
Donation Booths: Booklovers
ut the total amount for home
Bryant said, with other sections musicians to the Madisonville tucky is more important to the Canton, China, and Paul Abel, Club, $172.10; As You Like It
folthe
as
Secretary
• g will not exceed 10
playing at various ties
contest are urged to contact Mr. party than Vinson
Club, $66.80; Eastern Star,
of Tokyo, Japan.
unds a person. "Housewives
lowing week. The Band Parents Bryant this week or early next of the Treasury.
Services will be held each $68.72.
Kentuckians close to Hannegan night at 7:30 o'clock, and special
Club is providing medals and week. Butler High will have 31
urged to continue to budget
Residential: Mrs. E. B. Chandeir sugar for actual home
awards for the contestants and entries, including vocal groups believe his influence will be morning services at 7:45 will be- ler and Mrs. E. R.. Cook, Maple
for winners of the solo contests instructed by Miss Schultz. No necessary in selling the deal to gin Monday, March 18. Children's Ave., $22.85; Mrs. Geo. Hill,
• , as there is no additional
here. Every member of the band admission is charged at the Madi- President Truman.
ar in sight at this time, aside
and young people's services will Hopkinsville St., $6; Dorothy
is required to play a solo at this sonville meet and music lovers
Vinson is decidedly the most be held at 3:30 and 6:30 p.m., McCullom, Mechanic and Good
om the stamps being validated.
popular and well thought of respectively, beginning Monday. Sts., $6.10; Mrs. Wm. H. Martin,
time, the director said, and the are invited to attend.
e sugar supply is still uncermember of the Truman cabinet. Sunday the Asbury Quartet 41111 Mechanic and McNary Sts., $10.• " Mr. Goodman said.
Naturally the President would participate in all regularly sche- 75; Mrs. Urey Nichols, Eagle St.,
Stamp No. 39, for regular use,
dislike the idea of parting with duled services.
(Please turn to back page)
good now and the next reguOff Main Street
War Hath No Fury
his services.
sugar stamp becomes good
sSt ger Is Purchaser
i
The gypsies are gone from
At any rate the move is on,
Like A Shirt Sale
ay 1.
Caldwell Soldier On
Main street . . . but not because
and steadier influences in the
Newark, N. J., (Al—FacCash Lumber Yard
Many persons continue to go
Duty At Naples, Italy
City
hope
officials
will
took
it
Democratic
party
any
action,
ing Japanese gunfire in the
their local Price Control
U. K. Experts To Give
am Steger, former resident
Pvt. Wallace H. Davis, son of
succeed.
Philippines is one thing, but
for additional sugar. The of Morganfield, has purchased members of the Junior Chamber
Training Here April
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Davis, DawSgt. Rocco Marucci of 272
Price Control Board does the Cash Lumber Yard from M. of Commerce here said this
son Springs, Route 3, has ar8 And 9
Ivy Court, Orange, drew the
t issue sugar stamps. Regular L. Cash and began Its operation week.
Catlett Brothers Buy
Billie Patton, Frequent
rived safely in Naples and has
The Jaycees sent a delegation
line when it came to buying
Two sheep-shearing short
ar ration books are issued March 1. Mr. 1. tegar is a gradubeen assigned to the 6677th
Griffin
Restaurant
a shirt at a sale.
With
Caught
Offender,
April
Lexington,
at
by the District Office in ate of WSTC, Bowling Green, composed of Dr. Elwood Cook,
one
courses,
Disciplinary Training Center.
Richard
Morgan,
Joe
and
Weeks
Reginald
and
Robert
Catlett
at
took
look
one
Marucci
ille.
and was recently discharged
2 and 3, and the other at the
Private Davis engaged in farmthe Rev. L. L. Hall to Monday's
have purchased the restaurant Stolen Car
the screaming, shoving crowd
Merchants are advised
to from the Army after 4 years
Western Kintucky Experiment equipment and fixtures, from
Billie Patton, 17, long time ing before entering the Army
Council
to
urge
meeting
the
of women trying to buy
k stamps carefully for cor- of service. He and his wife, the
Substation, Princeton, April 8 Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Griffin, W. member of a band of juvinile in May, 1945. He took training
white shirts advertised at
number. They should not former Catherine Joiner, and gypsies not be licensed to tell
in
the
fortunes
9, are announced by the Uni- Market street, and assumed ac- lawbreakers in and around at Camp Livingston, La., before
a
doorway
and
of
$2.15
home
each,
returned
pt mutilated stamps or their two children, live on S.
Princeton, who broke jail here being transferred overseas. A
on
street.
business
building
Main
his
get
to
sent
aunt
the
and
versity of Kentucky College of tive operation of the business
re that have not yet been Jefferson street.
last week while awaiting trial brother, S-Sgt. Carlos J. Davis,
week.
last
A
two-hour
discussion
ensued
goods.
• ted, Goodman said.
Agriculture and Home Economin Circuit Court, pled guilty to has been in service 43 months,
during which Mayor Cash is reics.
six charges of storehouse break- 35 of which have been spent
ported to have said "These newBrooks Accepts Call
Because of the shortage of Swimming Pool Work
ing Tuesday morning before overseas.
were
about
complaining
comers"
To Barbourville Church
sheep shearers, the courses are Will Start Friday
Judge H. F. S. Bailey and his
an "ancient profession" and indesigned to train new shearers
Rev. Charles P. Brooks and
Equipment to excavate for the punishment was fixed by a jury Goodwins To Attend
action would be takno
dicated
praomen
to
week
experienced
give
and
family will move next
new Country Club swimming at six terms of 2 years each in Son's Commencement
en unless a petition is circulated
tice in new methods. Many exBarbourville, Knox county, where
pool will be moved onto the the State Penitentiary at Eddypermitof
the
practice
against
Invitations have beer, received
Gets I. C. Silver Certifi- he has accepted a call to the ting gypsies to 'practice their Grand Jury Returns 18 service men have expressed inground
Friday, Clyde Kercheval, villa, the sentences to be served
here this week from Emery Uniterest in the courses and all
pastorate of the Christian Church.
consecutively.
of
board
club's
the
of
member
a
fortune telling in the business
cate And $50 Cash
versity, Atlanta, Ga., to the
Indictments All
are invited to attend.
He will preach his first sermon
Young Patton was apprehenddirectors, said Wednesday, and
Instructors will be: Harold
graduation of Hugh A. Goodwin,
Prize
in his new ministry Sunday, district.
Felonies
Charging
in
where
Ill.,
pushed
be
Clinton,
Sunday,
will
at
ed
construction
A motion was made by CounJr., from the medical departBarber, shepherdt R. C. Miller,
Gordon Glenn, employe of the March 24.
an effort to have the pool in he had gone in a new automoA jury was accepted in Circilman Howard Stone providing
husbandry;
animal
ment of the university. Dr.
in
agent
field
is Central Railroad in the
possible.
if
15,
May
by
Everett
service
to
Cherry
bile
belonging
here
cuit
Wednesday
Court
for a license of $50 a week for
Goodwin has received orders
Guy Hilton, field representative
Ouse here, was awarded Judge Bailey Names
before
appeared
Kercheval
Mr.
stolen
try
had
from
Patton
to
which
o'clock
at
morning
10:30
gypsy fortune tellers but the
from the Navy to serve in the
of the Sheepman magazine; L.
Silver Certificate by T. K.
night
Monday
Council
City
the
home
of
Cherry's
front
Mr.
in
George
mayor ruled this motion died the criminal case against
surgical department of Navy
J. Horlaeher, assistant dean of
illiams, division superintend- Jury Commissioners
Harper, Negro, charged with the College of Agriculture and to explain that the pool will be the same night he made his last Hospital, Norfolk, Va. Mr. and
for want of a second.
t, in a ceremony here Tuesday
Jury commissioners were
when
week,
each
only once
jail break here. He was re- Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Sr., will
The Jaycees indicated ihey maliciously striking with a dead- Home Economics, and W. P. filled
orahig for having made a Bug- named and sworn in Thursday
ly weapon, with intent to kill, Garrigus, chairman of the ani- in use, and the Council granted turned here Sunday night and leave today for Atlanta to ata
to
circulate
proceed
would
cirin
Bailey
S.
tor improvement in the by Judge H. F.
the club a commercial rate for placed in the City lockup under tend
and the case went into trial. C.
the exercises.
•'s method of handling cuit court as follows: Jake petition in Princeton with the A. Pepper Is attorney for the mal industry group.
the necessary water.
constant guard. The car was
of
end
view
keeping
in
"such
at Se local storehouse, re- Crider, Bayless Cantrell and
undamaged.
defendant.
ting in a substantial saving Hugh Robertson. They will undesirable off our Main street,"
New Clothing Factory
The grand jury returned 18 Bill Wilson On Long
Registered Nurse Coming He will be taken to the Eddythe company.
serve for one year, or until an officer of the organization
Boat
qf
all
vile
Tug
Opens
court,
prison
others
At Sturgis
With
with
convictTrip
into
indictments
Mr. Williams came hare from their successors are Appointed. said.
• ed at this term of Mat an of- Henderson,
March I3—A new
of felWm. H. (Bill) Wilson, Prince- For Interview Friday
which
charge
commission
heard
The
proposal
a
Council
ucah to make the presentsMrs. Thelma Crockett, regis- ficial indicated. Wednesday.
closing factory, known as the,
from J. E. Coleman, Greenville, onies, and its members were dis- ton,'with other members of a
att Mr. Glenn is clerk to the
Frihere
Sturgis Clothing Cortipany, has
ship's crew, was sent early this tered nurse, will come
Red Cross Committee
looking toward granting a _bus missed.
id *Man ot.tbe reon4day—ICC-1n ..11411,9490C41‘14611# Herman- Lee Sivpbetts
been,- opesse4--a4--8turgir-r4=traii.
;,...4e9se against Lea-'Wl1se wooir aoa-aa....iaarttu
,k. A. Willard.
Here- Wedriesttfy franc/file
U.S.O. building. Approximately ,
charged with wilful mur- Norfolk, Va., where they will to taking" over as superintendent Enters Law School
In making the
presentation. The executive committee of the
73 persons will be employed
charge of the tug-boat, of nurses in the Princeton HospiHerman
Lee
take
A.
Stephens,
of
former
der
shooting
in
fatal
the
• Willianui said Mr.
president county judge, and who has re- when production reaches its
Glenn is Caldwell county Chapter of Strawberry Ceiling
B. Lewis, a returned war veter- "Especo," sail it down the coast tal, Dr. C. H. Jaggers,
Only i. C. employe here ever Airnerican Red Cross held a
said
board,
hospital
the
cently been discharged from the peak, firm officials announced.
an, last summer, is scheduled and around Florida, across the of
receive this award. A cash meeting at the First National To Be $8.88 Crate
Army, left Monday for Lebanon,
Gulf to New Orleans, up the Wednesday.
comfor
after
trial
immediately
AdminisPrice
of
Office
The
it
morning,
of $50 accompanied the Bank Wednesday
rivers and
Tenn., where he
enter Cum- Church Party Tonight
Ohio
and
Mississippi
pletion
the
of
McMrs.
the
Harper
case,
promised
has
tration
is.
D.
J.
was announced by Mrs.
berland University Law School, At W. C. Sparks Home
deliver it to a private firm at B & PW Club WIU Meet
Strawberry Leona Trader, clerk, said.
Stephens, a member. Routine C r a c ken County
f an 18-months course.
A party will be held for the
Ash d, Kentucky. The trip Tonight At Library
"Association that the
IVos Toseiketosny
business was conducted and the Grower's
The Business and Professional
young people of the Central
on strawberries at Presbyterians To Have
wilJ cover near 4,000 miles.
'ma*, 6-year
-old son of Mr. annual drive for funds was re- ceiling price
Women's Club will meet at Al Page On Furlough
Presbyterian Church Thursday
Paducah thke year will be $8.88 Guest Preacher Sunday
Mrs. Luther Hayes,
Jr., Hop- ported progressing satisfactorily.
Pfc Al Thomas Page, m. p., night, March 14, at the home of ;
George Coon Library tonight at
little
of
president
and
Wren,
7
Watson.
Grady
R.
S.
exects.
Moore
Mrs.
George
Dr.
L.
crate,
a
J.
J.
Mrs.
Road, had a tonsilec- Members preeent were
visiting 8 o'clock, it was announced U. S. Army, is on a 15-day fur- Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks,
al _eta Jennie Stuart Hos- Rosenthal, chairman; Rev. J. L. the association, said. The ceiling, tive secretary of the Synod of son, Grady, Jr,, are
Mrs. Duke Pettit, lough visising his 'rife. Pk Eddyville Road. The affair will
., aultkinsvill• last Friday McGee, Mrs. Tom Cash, Jr., Mrs. rate was $7.90 a crate during the Kentucky, will be guest preach- Lieutenant Moore, who is sta- Wednesday by
Miss Virginia Morgan will Page is stationed in Washington, begin with a supper at 6:30 o'sleeking satisfactory re- Frank Wylie, Henry Sevison and west Kentucky strawberry har- er at the Central Presbyterian tioned at Ft. Knox. Mrs. Moore Jr.
clock
D. C.
Church Sunday, March 17.
is the former Josephine Cantrell, be the speaker.
vest in 1945.
•
The Princeton Lodge of Elks
has been advised that Wade H.
Kepner, Grand Exalted Ruler
of the Benevolent and Protective
Order of Elks, will visit their
lodge Tuesday, March 26. This
is the first time in the 40-year
history of the Princeton Lodge
they have been honored by the
promise of a visit from the National head of Elkdom.
Mr. Kepner, whose home is
at Wheeling, West Va., has
proved himself a real leader of
this great American fraternity
of some 1400 lodges and more
than 800,000 members. He is devoting his entire time and talents to advancement of Elkdom
and betterment of the Order.
Delegations from the other
eight lodges in the Kentucky
West district, Louisville, Paducah, Owensboro, Henderson, Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Fulton
and Bowling Green, are expected to attend this meeting and
hear the Grand Exalted Ruler.
Princeton Elks hope to make
this a memorable occasion in
the history of Elkdom in this
community. The Princeton Lodge
has a membership of about 275
at present, and owns the Elk's
Home in this city. It has been
said of the Elks, locally and
nationally, that their patriotic
services have won for them a
high place in national esteem
and that their benefactions have
smoothed the pathway of countless thousands.
The program for March 26
calls for a 6 o'clock dinner in
honor of Mr. Kepner at the social hall of the Methodist
1
Church, for officers of the local
lodge and all visiting Elks. This
Transylvania Choir
dinner will .be prepared and
To Present Concert
served by the Pipers of the Methodist Church. The lodge meetHere Thurs. March 21
The A Capella choir, composed ing will follow the dinner at 8
o'clock, at which time the asof 42 members, from Transylsembletr-Elks will hear an advania College, Lexington, will dress by Mr. Kepner. A musipresent a concert of sacred and cal program by the glee club of
classical music March 21, at the Louisville Lodge, a Dutch
7:30 o'clock at Butler High Lunch and other features will
auditorium. The program is be- be provided. All Princeton Elks
ing sponsored by the First Chris- are urged to attend.
tian Church and Jimmy Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jones,
McNary street, is student director of the choir. Anna French,
daughter of Mrs. Ethel French,
Highland Avenue, a freshman
at the college, is a member of
Will Circulate Petition
the choir. The public is cordially
invited.
To Keep "Undersirables"

The Caldwell County Board
Education entered into a prongs contract Monday for
of revenue bonds,
issuance
e
roceeds of which are to be
to finance construction of
county
new consolidated
hool building on the Linton
act, just off W. Main street,
upt. Edward F. Blackburn
'd Tuesday.
Barbara Dale Autry, Hayti,
The Bankers Bond Company,
Mo., is the two-months-old
tein Brothers and Boyce. and
e W. L. Lyons Company, all granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Glass, S. Seminary
I Louisville, were the brokers
ing to handle the bonds. st wet.
ey guaranteed the issue to
ring $102 and not to carry
4 percent interest.
/
ore than 23
Some New Car Prices
First sale of the new school
Are Raised By OPA
•nds probably will be in the
mount of $150,000, Mr. Black(By Amsoclated Prem.)
urn indicated. Th-y are to be
Washington—OPA opened
table at any time.
the way this week for highContractors have been in coner prices on new automorence here this week with Mr.
biles as the result of the
lackburn and bids will probrevised wage price policy.
bly be taken on the new school
The
agency authorized
uilding before the end of this
Chrysler, Ford, and Hudson
said,
superintendent
the
onth,
companies to sell their cars
•th Litention of having actual
on an adjustable pricing
ction begin early in April.
basis.
Tentative plans call for the
This means they may be
of concrete blocks, with
sold by both factories and
to
building
be
the
veneer,
rick
dealers at present ceiling
o and one-half stories, or two
prices, with the provision
ories with full basement.
that the buyer may be billed
later for any amount by
which OPA may increase
ceilings.
An OPA spokesman said
there is no indication at this
time as to how much the
Second Home Canning
increase may be. He said
the higher prices would be
Ration To Be Available
announced shortly.
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$4,009 Is Total
Contributed In
Red Cross Drive
Con--

Campaign To Be
tinued Until County's
Quota Is Met, Chairman
Eldred Says

Party Leaders Seek To
Draft Secretary
Treasury To Heal
Factional Troubles

Delegations Coming
Here From All W. Ky.
Lodges To Hear Grand
Exalted Ruler

Bids
Will Be Taken Soon;

Kiwanis Speaker

rdon Glenn Is
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A Sheep Shearing
Course Scheduled

Negro On Trial
In Assault Case

•

issebons.
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To 12-Year Term
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Things are definitely looking up in
Princeton.
We are sure now of the new consolidated county high school and prospect
of a new hospital brightened appreciably
last week, with announcement by Tom
Simmons, chairman of a city-county committee to institute a financial campaign
to obtain donations of $125,000, that the
community-wide canvass will get under
way April 15.
Pledges of support for the proposed
new hospital running to about one-fourth
of the necessary sum have been made;
but it is the other three-fourths of the
money that will be hardest to get. Good
citizens will consecrate themselves to
this task.
It seems clear many persons of town
and county are thoroughly convinced a
modern hospital here is the community's
greatest and most vital concern.
- —.Generous donations may be expected
by numerous individuals and groups.
The time has come to go forward with

He Served Us Well
Few men who have come to Princeton
within recent years have served so well
and so widely as the Rev. Charles P.
Brooks, who leaves the pulpit of the First
Christian Church for another field with
the good wishes of many warm friends
here.
eMr. Brooks, a native of Georgia, became acclimated to Princeton speedily.
His energy, civic-mindedness and personal charm quickly won him a place high
In the estimation of the community and
afforded him many opportunities to per-

OTHER EDITORS SAY

"The war is over" psychology
this campaign, so let there be no more
is playing hob with the Red
delay.
procrastination and
Cross campaign in rural comLast week rumors went the rounds munities of this county, apparthat a large manufacturer of shoes hadg ently. Chairman George Eldred
made inquiry here regarding floor space, was right down-hearted at the
about dim
immediately available, in which a branch start of this week the
county's
prospect of reaching
notice.
short
on
up
set
factory might be
quota this time.
The recently organized Junior Chamber
*
*
*
of Commerce is at work on this matter.
Basketball, the Nation's best
Several new business concerns are said liked sport, has just closed its
to be planning stores in Princet4n, to greatest season from the standof attendance. Crowds will
be opened as soon as quarters and mer- point
be bigger next year . . . and
chandise can be obtained.
Princeton will continue to lose
Princeton is becoming rather well out because seating accommodaknown throughout the State and else- tions in Butler's gym are so
where as "a mighty good town". Let puny. The new county high
. school gym is to have 1,000 seats,
us do more toward fostering and expand- maybe 2,500; and the latter figing this reputation ... cooperating in- ure is about right, for tournastead of dividing into factions, so that ments and top games. We might
our community may assume the place even get the 'famous University
in the sun to which our enterprising of Kentucky champs here, if we
had 2500 seats for spectators ...
citizens aspire.
who would come from all around
And first, let us make the hospital a to see the Wildcats play.
reality. The leadership is here, the
*
*
*
Any reader of this column
money is here and, certainly, the need
who wants to help a little in
is great.
boosting the new athletic program at the University of Kentucicy . .. see Mrs. Nancy S.
Beck at the courthouse and get
a
card in the new
form signal service . .. opportunities he U.membership
K. Boosters Club. You don't
shirked.
never
have to be a former UK.stuBroad-minded and awake to the neces- dent.
*
*
*
sity of meeting today's vexing problems
Dick Ratliff is a very popular
squarely, Charley Brooks, as his intimates
feller here . . . I
while
knew him, dodged no issues and won the standing on our learned
Main street
workwho
those
of
respect
and
confidence
with him a while last Monday.
ed with him because he dared always to A lot of old friends stopped to
hold fast to his convictions, even in the shake his hand and express the
hope he and his delightful lady
face of severe criticism.
will remain with us, permanPrinceton regrets the pending depart- ently.
ure of this fine young minister and his
* *
*
family and wishes him well, in whatever
Dick said he was figuring on
selling off some lots from his
new field he casts his lot.
property on the Cadiz road, just
south of town . . . and very desirable lots they should prove
to be. Princeton is growing . . .
may get another small industry
during the present year, unit. All any one does is to wring his doubtedly needs many new
hands and say what are we going to do homes right*away.
* *
about parking. This could be greatly
"We went to Florida for a
purrelieved by the city acquiring by
change and rest .. . The bellchase or lease or by condemnation cer- boys got the change and the
tain locations within a stone's throw of hotels got the rest," said Lieut.
the downtown business section. There Howard E. Day who, with Mrs.
Day, returned home from an
are a number of places where there is Army separation leave Tuesday.
either no building or which is occupied
* *
*
by old ramshackle houses or barns that
Western Kentucky, which
could be cleared away and made available furnishes the State a large share
its best leaders, year in and
for parking. This would serve two pihe,,_
year out, can well be proud of
poses. To furnish a place to park and Senator Henry Ware-and Speakmake our town more attractive as a shop- er Harry Lee Waterfield for the
ping center and improve the town both way they have performed in the

Time To Attack The Traffic Problem
Like many another city, ours is faced
with a critiCal traffic problem. Repeated
experiences and scientific surveys in cities
large and small have shown that traffic
conditions and parking facilities are one
of the most important factors in trade
and business growth—or decline.
No one remedy will solve the whole
problem. An aggressive, welltraffic
4
• rounded program as part of an integrated, forward-looking community plan
" is required.
But a start must be made at some
point. An excellent example of what other Kentucky cities like Shelbyville are
doing is found in Cynthiana. There, Federal Judge Mac Swinford has prepared an
excellent program which has been published in the Cynthiana Democrat as a
basis for discussion and plans to meet
the needs of a progressive Cynthiana.
Among many valuable suggestions, Judge
▪ Swinford said, concerning traffic:
I
"One of the immediate problems to the
well being of the business intevests of
our town is the parking problem. So far
I have heard of nothing being done about

By G.

M. P.

current session of the Legislature. Either would make a fine
Governor.
*
*
*
Cliff Wood and his pretty exhelper, Dorothy Scott Martin,
got their pictures in the Lilly
drug mag., current issue, for
having set up a laboratory equipped to analyze pathological
secretions and excretions, to aid
Princeton physicians and the
hospital. The magazine said
Cliff is "an energetic and progressive young druggist" and
many here agree.
*
*
*
Grayson Harralson, country
club prexy, was a little loath to
start on his Florida vacation with
the new swimming pool just
getting under way . . . but when
Clyde "Dusty" Kercheval, Merle
Drain and Carol Wadlington
agreed to get under that load..
Grayson took off pronto, knowing supervision of the pool was
in excellent hands.
*
*
*
The new swimming pool is
to be 40 by 80 feet and will have
a wading pool, entirely separate
from the deep water, for little
kids . . . Which, one proud papa
told me, is "well worth the cost
of the whole project."
*
*
*
The community welcomes Dr.
Kenneth L. Barnes back to practice here after 3 years' service
in the Navy, which he recently
left with the rank of commander. D r. Barnes served
in the South Pacific in a large
hospital on Siapan, lost lots of
weight and, on separation from
the Navy, was ill for a time.
He says he feels better, after a
vacation in Florida, and was
really busy this week, among
the sick. A grand guy, a fine
doctor . . . we are delighted to
have him back home.
*
*
*
A lady with the do-re-me
urgently tried to line me up as
her local agent to buy a house
In Princeton so she can move
here from Eddyville. Her husband is already interested in a
business here and spends most
of his time in Madisonville.
They would make highly desirable citizens of Princeton.
* *
*
Sidelight on our county school
situation: In 1933, at the depth
of out worst depression, taxpayers of the county paid in
$2,973.09 MORE to the school
treasury than they paid in 1945
. . . the best year, financially,
the county has known in its
history!

Did You Know?

Washington Daybook
By Jack Stinnett
Washington—The drive for a
voluntary belt-tightening under
the direction of former President Herbert Hoover, in order
that famines in Europe and
Asia Might be averted, probably
will still find the United States
with the fullest market basket
in history.
The "probably" is there because a bad growing season
might cut into present estimates
of 1948 crops. But if all turns
out as the Department of Agriculture expectv we can voluntarily reduce 4ir. diets and still
eat better than we have in any
previous year.
Except for sugar, eggs and
wheat, there will be more of
virtually everything than there
was in 1945 and — except for
sugar alone —far more than in
the 1935-39 pre-war years.
The sugar shortage, along with
the shortages in fats and oils,
is a world shortage that the
United States can't do much
about relieving.
The President has promised
370,000,000 pounds of fats and
vegetable oils to .the stricken
nations. This may cut a bit into
civilian diets here, but that is
only a little more than 5 percent of the 6.7 billion pounds
forecast for this year. Butter,
classed as a fat by the Department of Agriculture, probably
won't be plentiful on the table
this year.
The egg situation is far from
anything to worry about. Civilians will have an average of
365 eggs apiece this year. While
they consumed an average of
390 apiece last year, they only
got away with 298 each in the
1935-39 period.
While it is estimated that
there will be four pounds of
flour less per person this year
than last, it still will amount
to 157 pounds, four more than
was consumed in the five-year
base prewar period.
It is estimated that there will
be ten pounds more per person
of fresh fruits than the 138
pounds of prcwar days; nine
pounds more of dairy products
than the 801 pounds; 15 pounds
more of processed fruits and
vegetables than the 67 pounds
of 1935-39.
The meat situation will be
much better than last year. The
department estimated that there
would be 150 pounds of red
meats and 29 pounds of poultry
meats available for every man
woman and child in the country

with
this year. That compares
and
former
the
of
pounds
132
and
29 of the latter last year
126 and 21 pounds respectively
in the base period.
Starting from this level, Hoover and his associates shouldn't
have such a hard time convincing the nation that "our national
self-respect and duties as human
beings" (as President Truman
put it) demand that we voluntarily sacrifice a little from our
groaning tables to relieve what
appears to be the Worst fond
crisia in the history of Europe
and Asia.
Onee the drive gets under way
and the tragic condition of starving millions brought home to
the American people, it's almost certain they will rise to
the occasion. They always have
—even when they have had far
less than now.

Accidents are more costly
human lives than war. T
combat deaths in World War
were about 265,000 and a
650,000 were wounded;
during the same period a.
on the home front killed
persons and injured 36,000
of whom 1,250,000 suffered
permanent disability.
The Soviet Union, largest
tional unit in the world,
spread out over major portj
of two continents, and boo
upon 14 different natiorst
Leslie's Weekly, in 1863,
vertised steel collars guarant
to stand up against all head
dampness. They had rivets
collar buttons.
Doctors use their automob
more than any other oc
tional group, except trace
salesmen.
Ice cream is known to
been served in America as e
as 1808 in New Orleans.

Long Distance
Lines Are
Busier Than Ever

fa.

More people are making more long
distance telephone calls than ever and
you may experience delays on some of
your calls.
We are doing everything poeeible se expand faclltei. This year shower& et
miles of new long dissamse eironshe are
being added—eddisietnal lesag allietsmse
switehlseardsave lasing inesallesi in many
places as immareds of posing women
are Isaias' easpie•yed anal indeed as
craters se kelp meet she imereereiseg 4otee metre lees disessese serviee.
It's • big Joh and win mite Mum Until
the job is done we win esoutinne se need
your help when circuits are over.loaded
by using the service only for necessary
calls. Your continued cooperation is appreciated.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
lacer's's**.

as to appearance and health. The whole
thing could be financed by making a
charge of 10 cents with 5 cents to the
caretaker and 5 cents to the city treasury.
Better still make it free."
This suggestion is worthy of study for
Shelbyville. But the important point is
that individuals and organizations in the
city—and county, for they are concerned
also—begin work on some practical plan.
Time is an important factor. Postwar
planning can be delayed no longer—for
"Postwar is now." (Shelbyville News)

Price Rises And Labor Unions
The President of the Federal Reserve and sufferings that will arise from these
Board, Marriner Eccles, predicts that constant increases in the cost of living
there will be a rise of eight to 10 percent will fall on the general public. The presin the cost of living because of the in- sure of the unions has caused the governcrease in price ceilings. This increase ment to attempt to bring about an orderis an average. It will be much greater ly reconversion by political, rather than
In some items and less in others.
economic, methods. The fellow with the
It is predicted that when this increase biggest club gets the biggest consideratakes place, probably about July, the tion just as he did in the days of the cave
labor unions will repeat their efforts to man when might was the only right.
, get another increase to meet the inIf that public arouses from its slumber
4ereased cost of living and, with their and exerts itself it will have the biggest
'political strength, they will probably get club of all. If it chooses to do so it can
It as they hold that strength as a politi- route all of the hordes of selfishness, self
cal club over both parties. The general Interest and special privilege. The hopes
, public does not fight for its rights as the of all this gentry depend upon its indifittlions do for their interests.
ference and lethargy.
As a result Of this all of the sacrifices
(Cynthiana Democrat)

the longer the delay, the more remote
the day when war shattered industries
can be restored, and normal commercial
Intercourse among nations resumed.
Indianapolis News: In their well-fed
complacency, Americans have little conception of the extent and bitterness of
the suffering abroad, of great cities
where five thousand, ten thousand are
dying each week of the shrunken bodies
and stunted minds of the great destroyer.
ATM.eAlv .151114171r...dr—offr..reSPIAnfailifX
by saying that this is nOt our problem.
It is our problem. Hungry men are desperate, and revolution or anarchy abroad
would menace our own peace and security.
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company than I do," she smiles. "But
don't think I'm just an ignorant old
lady, either. I know all about the fine
war record of supplying all the power
needed for mines and war plants, without stinting homes or farms or stores.
And I know what the K. U. Organization is doing to help build better towns
and a better state.
"So you just go on calling me 'Boss'
If you want to. But I'll bet you say that
to all your customers, whether they
happen to own some K. U. stock or not."
*

Sorvice Organisation Under Business Alanasemens
••1

*

has Ins there. So I head on
home where my real boas no doubt has
supper on the table and I figure to
loom another argument sure.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

THE PRINCETON LEADER
VERY
HUREDAY
USLISHED
GLENN JOHNSON
MECHANICAL SUPT.

right now. Besides, iwould hate to lose
a good neighbor. How many others do
I have working for me?"
fine one, at that. We nearly always pass
I tell her something over 1,100 men
the time of day when I am coming home
and women. She laughs gently. "I
from the power plant.
hope," she remarks,"you think we capi"And what do you mean by this
talists are treating you all right." I
'Boss' nonsense?" asks she. I do not
glance at her modest cottage.
meek a smile.
* * *
"I am being polite, Boss, because I
"Anyway, I know this much, Mrs.
wouldn't want you to fire me after
Mallory. Nobody gets any excessive proftwenty-seven years."
its out of a regulated industry like ours..
"Now I get it," She turns a wee
Last year you people who own the pre.
bit red. "I shouldn't have told you I
,r.v.n.vie Mei& Pt:Pc:LA.14 kRozp4„ fpne4 Octc.k.r.F.S.ilfit,.14 a Aittli! aver
It would scare you to death. Have yotc a third of what was paid out in. tateefit
And the tax payments just about equallbeen working for me twenty-seven years,
ed what 1,100 of us received in wages."
really?" "That I have," I reply.
"WW1,I'm afraid I can't replace you
"You seem to know snore about our
Boss?' I greet Mrs. Mallory.
"Hello,
She's our neighbor and a mighty

About The Food Crisis
Bridgeport Post: If America must se:Opt dark bread for a while and thereby
-bed millions of Europeans who would
; Otherwise be far below the nutritional
rrievel if not actually starving, it is a
4Sittall price to pay for a Christian charity.
As a matter of fact, most of the health
iraddists will say it's a good thing for us
begin with.
Washington Post: Even if we were de''void of all feelings of sympathy for suf.fv brIPINk
011taitile. the b(1171P,ra
the United States, we have a stake in
r Taming other nations from starvation
$113d fighting malnutrition. And it is to
our interest to provide aid quickly, since

You couldn't pick a nicer boss than Mrs. Mallory
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Ky. Farm News

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner; College
of Agriculture and Home
'
Economics

trol of Leaf Spot
ases of Tobacco
• ular leafspot, or rust, i
on disease each year •
beds. In wet springs, wild
also be commonl
may
in both Burley and Dar
o plantbeds. Rust may inplants in the bed consider
and may therefore dela
g a few days, but a severe
eak of wildfire may destro
areas of plants in a bed
trol of these diseases
lant bed is the best ussur
against a serious outbrea
e field.
ntbed treatment is easy
nsive and simple but i
portant to treat at the righ
se bacterial diseases ma
mpletely controlled in the
bed by two applications o
bluestone—lime mixtur
ed to the surface of th
1) when the plants are jus
lished in the bed and pro
g the first true leaves an
en days later. These treatmust be made at th
indicated or much of thei
iveness is lost.
ee pounds of bluestone an
pounds of hydrated lime t
allons of water will trea
ards of bed one time.
leaflet which contains spedi
struction for preparing and
ing this solution to plantmay be obtained at our

ting Seed Potatoes
fore cutting, seed potatoes
d be treated to guar
st scab and black scurf
potatoes may be cut im
ately after treatment or an
later. The containers fo
g treated seed should b
ed with the same solutio
ake sure that they do no
these diseases.
e standard corrosive sube treatment gives excellen
Is. For treating solution,
sive sublimate is dissolv.
'ater at the rate of on
2 gallons of water
/
to 71
use it does not dissolve
it is best to dissolve in
t 1,2 gallon of hot water,
add this to 7 gallons of
e for the proper strength.
rrosive sublimate is a deadison if taken inwardly but
not absorbed through the
and does not injure the
s. Because it attacics metal,
wooden or crockery conrs should be used.
tatoes to be treated may
ut in the solution loose or
ontainers. They should re
in the solution one hour
allowed to dry before cut
the seed is being cut, it •
advantage to ,dust it with
of sulphur to stop bleed
and aid the healing of cu
aces. Sulphur also appears
ive some protection agains
Ten ounces dusts a bushe
d.
e average financial retu
ewe in 50 flocks in Gran
ty last year was $18.48,
ase over the previous ye
bout $5.
proximately 75 percent o
erson county farmers pl
e root rot resistant varieti

CRASHES PICKET LINE WITH SHOTGUN — Lawrence Squires
(above), 29-year-Old war veteran, was charged with felonious
assault and held under $500 bond after police asserted he had
fought his way through a picket line at the Michigan Wheel
Co. plant at Grand Rapids, Mich., with the butt of a shotgun.
(AP Wirephoto)

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
,
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reportertshortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 22, 1917. Luther Hayes, and children, of Ft. Worth, Tex.,
of Friendship, was in town Sat- arrived today for a visit of sevurday, and reported. a fine mulch eral weeks to Mrs. Luara
cow in his possession eight years
old and the mother of six young
cows, four of which are now June IS, 1917. Dr. Bruce P'Pool,
of New York City, was in the
giving milk.
city Wednesday. He was on his
v May 22, 1917. A letter from way to Lamasco to visit his
Everett Howton, a young Cald- mother, Mrs. Sudie P'Pool.
well county teacher, states that
he is now a U. S. Reserve of- 4 June 10, 1917. Mrs. Allison
ficer and in training at Ft. Ben- Akin, of East Orange, N. J., rejamin Harrison, Ind. He states turned home last week accomthere are 5200 Reserve officers panied by Miss Melville Akin,
at the training camp, mostly who will spend several weeks
college students, a few teachers, with her.
lawyers and bankers, and winds
June 19, lam Misses Mai
up by saying that he must have
the news from home, and directs Tuggle, Grace Turner, Pearl
that the Leader be sent to Ft. Hillyard and Katie Mai Keeney
Benjamin Harrison, Company left yesterday for Owensboro to
League
attend the Epworth
14.
Convention which convenes toJune 1, 1917. Miss Minnie day.
Crowder Walter Jones and BayJune 19, 1917. Master David
less Stone, clerks in our local
postoffIce, were etamined by Barton, of Frankfort, is here for
Chief Clerk Chas. Young, of a visit to Mr. and Mrs. L. G.
Louisville, this morning. All Cox.
passed the required examination
June 22 1917. Miss Mary Weaver
creditably which insures them
holding their positions and very Dyer, formerly of this city, and
much to the delight of their who has just completed a Kindergarten course in Louisville, is
many friends.
visiting relatives in the city.

EARLY POTATOES
By John S. Gardner, College of
Agriculture and Home Economics
Because potatoes consist so
largely of water, they require
soil that has been fitted to hold
moisture. Such ability comes
from plowed-in humus matter
as from a cover crop or sod.
Stable maunre humus may cause
scabby potatoes.
To provide a suitable moisture reservoir, the land should
be plowed at least 10 inches
deep. If at first the topsoil does
not allow that depth, each year
an inch of subsoil may be plowed up until finally 10 inches is
reached. The seed bed is completed by disking fine and deep.
The furrows are laid off 38
inches apart and 5 inches deep
and the fertilizer (5-10-5, 4-128 or, if need be, 3-9-6) is sown,
1 pound to 20 feet of furrow.
After this has been mixed in
the soil with a narrow bulltongue or a hoe handle, the
seed is dropped, 13 to 15 inches
apart.
The seed pieces should be
cut thick and blocky, weighing
2 ounces, containing
/
II/4 to 11
one good eye, though more do
not matter. Certified seed should
always be used, treated against
scab and black scurf with Semesan Bel.
The manner of covering the
seed depends on the time of
planting. If during March, the
arrows should be filled level
full, but as the season advances
and the danger of seed freezing
declines, more and more soil
may be left off, until, if planting has been deferred to late
April, only a hoeful of earth
need be patted on the seed
piece. The progressively shallower seed covering in some degree offsets enforced late planting, as the crop's progress begins
only when the leaves reach the
light.
When the shoots have reached
above the garden's level, filling
the furrows is completed. By
deep planting, the roots are put
in moister, cooler soil, an advantage to a "cool" crop as potatoes are. Also, level cultivating may be done, further to
conserve moisture. No backbreaking, moisture-wasting ridges cracks the swelling tubers
may make.

SLAIN — Mrs. Phyllis Coleman (above) was slain in an
abandoned mine quarry near
Bloomington, Ind. (AP Wirephoto, copyright 1946 by the
Indianapolis News.)

Homemakers' Club
Landscapes Grounds
Through the efforts of the
Slaughters Homemakers' Club
In Webster county, the grounds of
their local school have been
Soliciting almost
landscaped.
$200 from residents in the community, the homemakers bought
shrubs, trees and evergreens, as
recommended by N. R. Elliott
of the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
They also seeded the lawn to
rye and bluegrass.

Homemakers in Dav1ess county report cleaning and adjusting
172 sewing machines, making
1,551 new garments and remodeling and altering 1,221 articles.
Jessamine county farmers are
showing considerable interest in
good grass and legume mixture
for pastures and meadows.
In the hybrid corn demonstration contest in Letcher county,
James Adams Charles Banks and
Burtis Flinchum each won a
registered pig.
The dairy subsidy Payment to
390 farmers in Pulaski county,
for a three months' period
amounted to $6,767.
About 60 percent of Edmonson
county farmers lost thousands of
dollars last year when they grew
tobacco that was not root-rot or
fusarium wilt resistant.
A total of $900 has been contributed by Johnson county business men for the purchase of a
16 millimeter projector for use
by 4-H clubs.
Denton Mack of Graves county, who followed good tobaccogrowing practices, had a gross
income of approximately $2,061
from 2.2 acres of burley.
Calloway county farmers have
ordered 250,000 loblolly pines
and locusts for planting this
spring, to trcble the number of
any other year.
Kentucky fescue 31, sowed on
a wet, soggy field last fall on the
Lee Morton farm in Todd county, shows no sign of water damage and has made excellent
growth.

Bay and Plani BROADBENT'S
"MULE EXTRA" NYBRID SEED CORN

"LIFE WITH BABY
Learn about the "boss" of your household—in scenes
cutest youngsters you've seen in Years!

SATURDAY, MAR. 16 —
The Roarin' West ... At Its Fightin' Best!

Plus These Short Units!
COLOR CARTOON — "SCRAPPILY MARRIED"
MOVIETONE ADVENTURE — "FLYING GUNNERS"
SERIAL — No. 11 "ZORRO'S BLACK WHIP"

•Broadbent's hybrids placed first in many
county production contests last year.
•Broadliervt's -extra yield — extra profit
hybrids are the best for you, too.
•White and yellow hyblid seed corn are processed in different plants to prevent color
mixtures.
O Let Broacibent's "Double Extra" hybrids help
you make more money in .1946 with more
bushels per acre.

Charles COBURN
Joan BENNETT
William EYTHE

Buy Broadbont's hybrid mood corn from

Seed dealers in Floyd cOunty
have placed orders for increases'
amounts of hybrid seed corn,
Ky. 103 being most pooular.
Eighteen Bourbon and Nicholas county 4-H club boys and
girls exhibited 16,902 pounds of
tobacco which averaged $48.09
per hundredweight.

-•June 5, 1917. The following
The normal
from the city and county atFalls is 207,000
tending the Confederate Reunion
ter a second.
at Washington, D. C.: Messrs.
W. R. McChesney, D. B. Rucker,
J. E. Wynne, S. W. Baker, Joe
Murphy, Will Perry, Marvine
Cummins and Misses Bentie
ref ithwessfort ad POISON OAS.
IMAGIMA. Fidelity Neat. Slumber% P.S.
Mitchell, Emma, Willie and
Mg Ma. ClatirgArs. Illoosalt•
Floris Morse.
Scalp of Amity 114111. Moll Sweaty
Vest. A mann. eipeableg Whoa. 044
▪ aaralmire OM or by =AL sae"

Enjoymet!ad
Warner Broii. Featurette
"STAR IN THE NIGHT"
COLOR CARTOON
POPULAR
LATEST WORLD NEWS

LAborelmloa. Messes. ASA.

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD!...
THE TRUE STORY OF THE
HAVOC WROUGHT BY THE
SIREN VOICE OF TOKYO!

SOW MITCHELL'S DEPENDABLE FIELD SEED
OUR STOCKS ARE COMPLETE AT THIS TIME
Alfalfa
(Oklahoma Approved) Stock Limited

THE HEADLINE STORY OF WORLD WAR II

rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-

Pins These Swell Shorts!...
COMEDY — "OFF AGAIN, ON AGAIN"
CARTOON — "NASTY QUACKS"
TRAVEL — "GLIMPSES OF GUATEMALA"

EXPERIENCE
HAS PROVED
THE WISDOM
OF FEEDING
PI ANT AFric
WITH
VIGOR°

UNA

TURNER

Tobacco Seed
(Burley) No 16 White and 41-A

Ammoniurri Nitrate and Vigoro
Plant Bed Fertilizer

Phone 24

tARAINI

• DAY- • SUSAN'

PETERS

41011111.•PINMININ..,- .
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Lottie Moon Circle

The Leader
Congratulates

Young People's Group

Young People's Group No.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Women's Council, First Ch ' •
the
at
met
Church
Baptist
First
Bennett, Church, met at the Church
Mr. and Mrs. Linn
home of Mrs. William Larkins
OGDEN MEMORIAL
of a day night, March 11,
birth
the
on
its
Edd Gray
Mich.,
for
5,
Detroit,
with
Tuesday night, March
CHURCH
Funeral services for Ecirl Gray, METHODIST
with daughter, March 3, at Providence Marlene Cash as hosteu.
meeting,
monthly
regular
minister
McGee,
J. Lester
named
been
75, who died at the Henrietta
has
meeting was called to order
11 members and two visitors Hospital. She
Revival will be in progress
4partrnents, S. Harrison street,
the group leader, Mrs. H.
Dona Sue.
March 24. AU
present.
Sunday,
through
r
•
•
•
Bethany
Saturday, were held at
Lester and a brief business
The devotional, from Acts,
are extended a cordial
Church, Lyon county, Sunday friends
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ther, Mrs. J. A. Stegar.
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Miss Nona Stephens, East MarKentucky (Court House)
ket street, spent last week-end
Eligible voters residing withMr. and Mrs. C. L. Towne
in the district shall cast their at Paducah.
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the division wherein they reside. 0., spent last week-end with his
Eligible voters not residing mother, Mrs. John C. Gates,
within, the district shall cast Washington street.
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Jr., and
their ballots at the polling place
for the division which includes little son are visiting Mr. and
their land, or the greater part Mrs. C. M. Wood at their home
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airily perf'd ,,,on thesis smooth
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lea, Calif., is visiting her sister
some" in depicting the "Lovely lady"
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Mrs. Lala Barnett, Darby stree
2t This is Mrs. Barnett's first v'
February 26, 1946
look in spring straws. See these and
arch support...Brown, Black, Russet.
here in 22 years. Her daughter
others, designed to click with your
Mrs. Charles Uland, also lives
Family Freely
coats, suits or dresses!
Los Angeles. Both were forme
Fashions Fiddles
residents here.
Toronto—AP—The Inneses of
Miss Beulah Mullens spen
Toronto, like the Stradivari of
Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray
last week-end at her home
$3.98
trim
pink
straw,
Black
$4.98
Green straw, brown trim,
18th century Italy, play violins
Wingo.
of their own making.
George Pettit left Monday to
James limes, Sr., uses his in Corpus Christi, Tex. He will be
C. E. McGARY, Manager
MRS. REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner
the Toronto Symphony Orchesaccompanied home by his moth
tra. Seventeen-year-old James,
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sion to go to the United States
Lieut. Lake Sedberry, son o
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Mrs. C. A. Woodall, S. Jeffers°
instrument firm.
street, left Tuesday for Kans
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Butler High News

I List You Property
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Caldwell Service
Men Discharged

C. A. WOODALL

Lk.

straws will lead

Princeton Shoe Coltman

F' FEDERATED STORES

Pre-War Service
Is again available at . ..

Confectioners are the largest
users of corn syrup in the nation, and this year will consume
more than 800,000 pounds.

SALEM
F. JONES
AGENT

Zephyr Service Station
ZEPHYR Regular and Ethyl Gasolines, Guaranteed First-Grade,
are refined to give you the best in Performance, Mileage, Power,
and Smoothness to keep your car in tip-top condition.

- AL
NATIC41
LIFE AND
ACC/DENT

Until the Nazis landed in 1940
Seminary
with heavy armored vehicles, 107 So.
many Sarkese had never seen an PHONE 401
PRINCETO
automobile.

SALE!
THIS WEEK ONLY

ZEPHYR Gasolines and Motor Oils are priced to bring you GREAT
SAVINGS, at a time when low prices are a pleassprit surprise.
,
Drive in your ZEPHYR Station-tociarfor aidtakful dKviirg piwdr
a-n-d cheerful free service for windshield and tires.

ReFinery Sales Corporation

Radio Farm Batteries
$5.95 — AB PACKS NOW

$5.19

$1.59,— 45 VOLT B NOW

$1.44

teather soled. Also in

KENTUCKY

Famous since 1912

JIM SHREWSBURY
RAY WOODRUFF
,
, .
.•

OVER MDR= HARDWARE
PHONE 4/134
41003rrINIIMWW:tr.•SM1
17011,
""

bilge, black or tan calf...or black patent.

Featured In MeCALL'S sopa:km

NEW RADIOS

MARKET & HARRISON

ARMSTRONG Tires,

'go mad above...on the comfiest platform evert

$2.19 45 volt(heavy duty) now $1.98

GUARANTEED RADIO REPAIR

RALPH P. GRIFFIN, Agent
PRINCETON,

Here Is flakiry...the kind you young things
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Chicago-Milwaukee railroad.
Christian Church Group Legion Auxiliary
Vowel! — Leissing
They left for a short trip
Fourteen members of the
S.
Darby
Merrick,
Grace
Mrs.
Bertha
Miss
of
Guests Of Methodists
The wedding
through Misaouri and Illinois
Legion Auxiliary
American
the
marriage
announces
Harris,
street,
Ladd and Mr. Samuel
Young people of the First met Thursday night, March 7,
and will make their home at
Ruth
Mayme
of her daughter,
GM3e, took place in Hopkins- Elwood Park, Ill.
Christian Church were guests at
C. M. VinVowell, to Frederick J. Leissing, Ogden Methodist Church Sunday at the home of Mrs.
ville, February 24.
son, Marion Road, with Mrs.
Leissing,
of
Emma
Mrs.
son
youngest
the
is
Harris
Mrs.
lunch.
Shelby Strong as co-hostess, for
m Newark, N. J., Tuesday, March forThe
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hunsaker — Dillingha
group presented the fol- pot-luck supper and their reguof
home
the
in
announ6
o'clock
5, at
Mrs. Paul Hunsaker
lowing program: An instrumen- lar meeting. Mrs. Roy WillingLadd, Cobb, Route 1, and the
bridegroom is the son of Mrs. ces the marriage of her grand- the officiating minister, the Rev. tal number by Jimmy O'Hara, ham, Fulton, a former member,
daughter, Miss Maxine Hunsa- C. P. Brooks.
accompanied by Nancy Groom; was present.
C. Harris, Route 1.
The bride wore a navy and ker, to Mr. Aaron Dillingham, The single ring ceremony was solo, "The Holy City" by Mrs.
Mrs. Harry Blades, Jr., comused. The bride was attended Ernest Smith, accompanied by
white dress with brown acces- discharged Army veteran.
munity service chairman, gave
ceremony
ring
single
The
by Mrs. R. P. Spencer.
Miss Martha Shultz; scripture an interesting program outlinsories. The bridegroom was in
took place in the Rev. Walker's
The bride wore a blue gabar- reading, Anna Lee Darnell; read- ing the major projects for 1946,
navy uniform.
7.
dine suit with black and white ing, "Nobody's Child, Sue Dar- which included juvenile delinMrs. Harris, a graduate of home in Hopkinsville March
The bride was attractively at- accessories and a corsage of pink nell; a talk by Marietta Stallhui;
Friendship High School, is a
quency, community safety, health
a pastel rose two piece rosebuds.
poetry, Dorothy Mae Jordan; a programs, library extension and
former employe of the Ken-Rad tired in
black
with
suit,
s
dressmaker'
Mrs. Spencer wore a black reading by Gerald Winters, and community beautification.
plant, Bowling Green. Mr. HarHer corsage was of gabardine suit with black and a prayer by Martha Lee Mayes.
ris is a graduate of the Farm- accessories.
white carnations. Mr. Bill Gran- white accessories, and a corsage
Billy Glen Cartwright, presi- program, and ballad singing by
ersville High School, Class of
staff was the only attendant.
dent of the Christian Youth the group was led by Mrs. Ernest
of red rose buds.
1939, and is serving in the navy.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Dillingham left
Mr. Leissing was recently dis- Fellowship, was in charge of the Smith.
Only attendants were the
immediately after the wedding charged after serving 2 years,
Mr.
and
mother
s
bridegroom'
for a brief honeymoon in Illi- overseas. He is employed by
and Mrs. Thomas Brown.
nois. After their return, he plans Bamberger's, in New York, They
to attend college.
will reside in Newark, N. J.
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Jones,
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mersville, announce the mardaughter, Laurene
e of their
Earle Douglas
e, to Lieut.
htower, Ft. Knox. LieutenHightower is the son of Mr.
Mrs. Eugene Hightower,
ver, Colo.
place Satin.e wedding took
First Chris, March 2, at the
Church, Louisville.
ttendants were Miss Marjorie
Lieut.
ling, Louisville, and
Oklahoma
Ellington,
yson
, Okla.

yle — Johnston

e wedding of Miss Vernetta
Doyle, daughter of Mr. and
Detroit,
. Bernard Doyle,
Johnsch., and Mr. Garland
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
ston, Confederate, took place
DeSt. Catherine's Church,
noon,
Boaz — Sanders
it, February 23, at high
Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Boaz, Route Harrison — Rachel
th the Rev. Father
Mrs. J. L. Clore Honored
berge reading the double ring
3, announce Vie marriage of
Mrs. Mary Harrison, Rison,
ernony.
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor entertheir daughter, Mildred, to Ear- Ark., announces the marriage
nest M. Saunders, son of Mr. of her daughter, Virginia, to Mr. tained with a luncheon Wednese bride wore a white slipper
tin wedding gown, with a
and Mrs. Earnest Sanders, Chi- Marshall Rachel, Texarkana, day, March 6, in honor of her
ist length veil and coronet
cago. The single ring ceremony March 9, at Winfield Memorial sister, Mrs. J. L. Clore, of Midorange blossoms. She carried
was performed February 22, at Methodist Church in Little Rock. dlesboro, and Mrs. Charles Ratwhite prayer book covered
3:30 o'clock at the First Baptist The single ring ceremony was liff. Guests were Mesdames
white
William Rice, Frank Wood, F.
Church, Clarksville, Tenn., with used.
th an orchid, with
earners attached. Misses
T. Linton, Allison Akin, G. W.
Rev. Richard N. Owens officiatMrs.
of
is
sister
a
bride
The
thleen and Janetta Doyle,
Richard Ratliff, George
ing.
T. J. Simmons and is a former Towery,
ters of the bride, served as
Pettit, George Harralson, John
The maid of honor was Miss resident here.
Ralph Thompson
E. Young, Carl Sparks, Iley Mcaid of honor and bridesmaid,
Margaret Boaz, sister of the
The couple will live in TexarAmong those attending the bride, and best man was Art
The marriage of Miss Evelyn
pectively. They wore dusty
Gough and G. M. Pedley.
kana.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were
e velveteen and carried tails- Dollar, daughter of Mr. and wedding
Paribish, Chicago. Attendants
roses. Mrs. Doyle wore navy Mrs. Wylie Stegar Dollar, Bowl- Stegar Dollar and Mr. and Mrs. were Misses Klon Dean PickerDinner Party
Green,
ue and Mrs. Homer Burns, ing Green, to Lieut. (jg) James J. A. Bryant of Bowling
ing, Princeton, and Junita Can- Dinner For Visitors
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Pedley
Thompson,
S.
wore
Carl
Mrs.
entertainbridegroom,
Taylor
and
Mr.
the
and
Mr.
of
Rumsey
son
Mrs.
Ralph Thompson,
ter of
tor, Cuba, Ky.
entertained with a dinner party
Mrs. Carl Singer Thompsoqk of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Thompson
ck and a mixed corsage.
The bride wore an aqua blue ed with a dinner party Wednesstreet
Mr. John J. McNamara, Chem- Hermitage, Ark., took place on and Miss Betty Baker of Her- silk dress with black accessories day night, March 6, in honor of at their home on Locust
Guests were Mr.
night.
Tuesday
of
Clore,
L.
J.
Mrs.
sister,
her
Miss
' Ill., was best man and Saturday evening, February 9, mitage, Ark.
gardenias.
of
corsage
and a
The bride attended Gulf Park Boaz wore a grey wool dress Middlesboro. Guests were Mes- and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Mr. and
ur Brislot, Detroit, was the at 8 o'clock in Trinity chapel
and Mrs.
Unithe
attendant.
Miss.,
Gulfport,
er
New Orleans, La., with Canon college,
with red and black accessories, dames George 0. Eldred, Bernice Mrs. Richard Ratliff
Mr. Johnston was discharged Turner officiating.
versity of Madison, Wis., and and a corsage of red carnations. M. Davis, K. L. Barnes, May Iley McGough.
in the Army in December
The chapel was beautifully the Katharine Gibbs Secretarial Miss Pickering wore grey and Blades, J. B. Lester, S. J. Lowry,
er serving overseas in the Pa- decorated for the occasion with school, Chicago, and is a mem- Miss Cantor black, with cor- Henry Sevison, Ray Ellis, R. G. Lieut. and Mrs. Howard E.
McClelland, R. H. Dalzell, J. D. Day spent last week-end in New
'c area.
white carnations and white glad- ber of Kappa Kappa Gamma sages of red carnations.
A dinner was given at 1:30 ioli. Miss Betty Bittenbring, or- sorority. The groom is a graduMrs. Sanders attended Murray Stephens, J. L. Walker, Ken- Albany, Ind.
clock for the couple, followed ganist, played the traditional ate of Arkansas A. & M. college State College and at the time neth Johnston, W. D. Armstrong
a reception at the home of wedding marches for the pro- and the Navy Midshipman school. of her marriage was employed and Miss Mary Wilson Eldred.
e bride at 8 o'clock, which was cessional and recessional.
Chicago. He recently returned as a nurse aide, at Jennie
Miss Katharine Garrett, Mrs.
nded by approximately 75
Scallan of Cincin- to the States after 21 months' Stewart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
Mrs.
Robert
mons. Mrs. Billy McElroy,
Mr. Sanders received his dis- William Rice, Mrs. Charles Ratwas duty in the South Pacific.
bride,
the
of
sister
nati,
r of the bridegroom, atcharge from service some months liff and Mrs. Richard Ratliff
matron of honor and Lieut. A.
del the wedding and dinner.
ago and is now employed by the spent Friday in Nashville.
The
man.
M. Derrick was best
The couple is at home in Portusher was Lieut. Floyd Jackson.
d, Oregon.
The bride wore a beautiful
wedding gown of peach-blush
ackson — Ramage
satin made with tight bodice,
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Jackson, long sleeves, sweetheart neckawson Springs, announce the line and full skirt ending a long
iage of their daughter, Mil- train. Her veil of4044 illusred, to Dr. W. D. Ramage at ion was attached to a bandeaux
e First Christian Church of orange blossoms. She carried
nage Tuesday night at 7 a stylized bouquet of pink ca'clock, with the Rev. C. P. mellias.
ks, officiating, using the
Mrs. Scallan'wore a floorouble ring ceremony.
length gown of green satin trimAttendants were Dr. W. Q. med with pink roses. She carage, brother of the bride- ried a bouquet of tulips and her
Dom, who served as best man,
headdress was of tulips.
d his wife, who was matron
The ceremony was followed
honor.
a reception in the Jackson
The bride wore a gray suit by
of the St. Charles hotel,
'th matching accessories and Room
flowers, ferns and palms
White
of
ied a bridal bouquet
the room. Refreshdecorated
ink roses.
were served from a table
Following the ceremony, a ments
wedding
eption was given at the home centered by a large
cake.
f the bride's parents.
For the present, Lieut. and
Dr. and Mrs. Ramage will
Thompson are at home at
Mrs.
e their home in Princeton.
820 Homedale avenue, New Orleans.

New Hair Styles
For A New Spring
—A New You
A new hair style will
lift your morale, give
you a head-start into
this new, wonderful
spring. Our expert beauticians will softly style
your hair, keep it glowing and gleaming. Call
478 today for your appointment.

Mary's Beauty Shop

Carefully selected by a committee of famous
Powers models, under the active guidance of
John Robert Powers himself. For you —
d hat that combines Toshion rightness of this
very mament, with appropriate fine quality,

.
is that New Water-Mixed Paint that is
so easy to use. It goes on so quickly and the results
ors simply beautiful. Dries in 30 minutes.

SPRED

SPRED covers

most surfaces hi*
ono coat
Onto Gallon Is enough
for he average room!

• . no hard stirring and mixing!

fPRED comes in 11 beauHful osi-

.11

ers sod white ...they clean easily
e Soh soap and w.f./.

$2pi

ERMEL POOL TAYLOR

MARY PRUITT

A FEMININE
STORY...
WITH I
SLIMMING THEME
.As Seen in Vogue!
Bright white buttons polkadotted over the jacket and a
crisp white pique vestee (detachablel) gave a spruce new
flavor to this soft spoken
ouit-dress. Choose it in
Tavly -titycat.
271:—
,
"Illusion"halfsizes I411

Operators
aS—

Beckon even the slightest
summer breeze... in this
Moonlight rayon mesh dress
gored
lyugldr
shoulder
tgent
skirt and
'withs
•hirring: Embroidered
contrasting flowers on the
bodice. Frosty blue, pink
champagne, misty aqua,
orchid ice. 'Illusion" half
sizes 161/2 to 22Yz.
Dlo. 1332

$1295
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Kentucky's Health
Record Better In
1945, Report Shows

1.

Smart Fido Deserves
Bone Fide Monument

Bellingham, Wash. — (W) —
Erection of some suitable memorial to George Clouda's "all
purpose" hound "Jake" has been
proposed.
Heart Ailments, Cere"Jake" led his master to the
d
bral Hemorrhages Again unconscious form of 3-year-ol
Gene Arnott, who had fallen
Births
Causes;
Led
into a ditch while wandering in
the darkness, and saved the
Decline
Kentucky's health record in child's life.
1945, according to preliminary cantly in the final report.
figures just released by J. F. The proportion of deaths fallBlackerby, State registrar and ing in higher age brackets condirector of the Division of Vital tinued to increase. Particularly
Statistics, State Department of Is this true in the age group
Health, was in most respects bet- above 70, in which a total of
ter than it had been in any of 9,900 deaths was recorded, conthe preceding war years. The siderably more than a third of
crude death rate in 1945 was all deaths for the year. This is
'considerably lower than in 1944, not surprising in view of the
with 9.7 deaths in 1,000 popula- fact that the peventage of total
tion as compared to 10.1 in 1,000 population in the upper age
brackets is steadily becoming
in 1944.
During the twelve months of larger. It does, however, em1945, a total of 25,689 deaths phasize the importance, from a
(excluding still-births) were re- public health standpoint, of educorded, as against an aggregate gating the people with regard
Rf 26,703 in the preliminary re- to whet may be accomplished
port for the preceding year. for apparently well persons in
Previous experience indicates controling, in some measure at
that delayed certificates received least, the degenerative diseases,
during the .first three months through periodic examinations
of 1946, and, certificates received which serve to detect these difor Kentucky residents who died seases in their incipiency when
outside the State during 1945, they can be arrested if not cured.
The seven leading causes of
will increase this number by
about 1,500 deaths, but it is death in 1945 were the same as
not expected that trends ob- in 1944. They were, in order
served will be changed signifi- of frequency: heart diseases,

Take the Guesswork out
of Tractor Lubrication
with these FREE CHARTS!

UNO Turns College From War to Peace Plant

68th St. and Park Aveoffices, dressing rooms and even home at
is the
nue. Today the same block
mil(AP Neweteaturee Writer)
laundry equipment.
its huge modern six
of
site
New York—The Bronx diviTWOS
The Navy vacated the pre- lion dollar skyscraper of educaStore
sion of Hunter College, where mises early in February, and at tion dedicated in 1940. Now givAUTO PARIS
is
Council
Security
everything
UNO
the
SATTINNOS
has just a small com- ing courses in almost
sun, Hunter
starting the machinery of inter- present
PIANTS
care of the few under the education
take
Every
to
plement
month,
this
normal
national peace rolling
still on was the first to introduce
equipment
Navy
of
Pieces
%net
ClOrri
Item
teachers,
was a training ground for war
for
courses'
the site. When the advance training
Cuaro nt
until recently.
UNO the first to give kindergarten
tie
of
party
secretariat
Three years ago, coats and
Princrto
and the first to Phone 212
the gym to check an pro- theory courses,
skirts of Navy blue replaced toured
training for women.
free
Seoffer
the
for
accommodations
the multi-colored wear of the per
Council, the Navy was
city college's own students as curity
out the last of its promoving
the Navy turned the 41 acre
But a few peculiarly
perty.
site into a training ground for
remained for the
85,000 Waves, Marines and Spars. Navy touches
see—the shore paBefore that, a total of 20,000 secretariat to
the entrance gate, a
girls had used the Jerome Park trol at
outside the building,
reservoir campus for their edu- ship's bell
touches like the "How's
little
and
ground.
stamping
cational
ninte?" scattered
Davis Hall, one of two mod- your weight,
ern Gothic buildings used by on placards.
The UNO people, set down at
both the college and the Navy
on a Monday,
for instruction and office space, LaGuardia Field
whisked up to
has 120 classrooms for the UNO found themselves
very next day, and
to work in, as well as a small the Bronx the
a 45-minute subcafeteria. In addition, the UNO contemplated
midtown hofrom
up
ride
way
2,500
a
larger
will use
-person
of the sixday
each
rooms
tel
cafeteria in the spacious student
sessions in March and
hall, and the million-dollar, week
Navy had commanthree-story physical education April. The
surrounding apartments
building where Hunter students deered
its personnel, but the buildworked out in maroon and green for
were turned back to prigym rompers. Present plans are ings
rental before the UNO setvate
building
the
use
for the UNO to
tled its temporary housing probuntil May 15.
Hunter.
seat,
(back
When the Bronx division of lem at
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS—Winston Churchill
If spring is early this year, the
nearest camera) and President Truman ride through Fulton, the largest college in the world
100-odd members of the counMo., where Churchill spoke at Westminster College. (AP for women opened in 1931, with
cil (from the U. S., Great Britbuildings
present
four
the
of
two
Wirephoto)
Russia, China, Brazil, Egypt,
complete, Hunter students for ain,
The Netherlands, and
cerebral hemorrhage, cancer,
the first time in the history of Mexico,
and their secretariat
Poland)
pneumonia,
nephritis,
accidents,
the college had a campus. Forwill 'be seeing a bit of country in
merly the college was scattered
and tuberculosis.
the Bronx, providing they turn
over the face of the city—part
Deaths from diseases of the
their eyes from the Jerome Avein an old loft building, where
nue elevated which skirts the
heart, which continued to ocSeldom Fails To Make mice and misses got along as east
side of the campus.
cupy first place in the mortality
could.
they
best
Three Cuttings In
As the mild weather comes,
tables, decreased in number in
The three-story gymnasium
the grass on the college quadNormal Season
1945 as compared with 1944, the
building has four small gyms
through the snow, and the ivy
alfalfa,
of
dependability
The
6,497
being
preliminary figures
and one huge gym that can seat
rangle will begin to peep
nutritive
acre,
an
high
yield
its
in 1945 as against 6,686 in 1944.
1,000 when the Security Council
students
by early
(planted
Referred to the population as a value and the fact that live- meets. There are 60 showers in
from the Vatican and Mt. Verwhole, this means that 246 per- stock like it should give this the basement, lockers, hairnon) will make its budding way
sons out of every 100,000 died hay crop a place on thousands driers, a 75-foot swimming pool,
along the college walls. The 16
is
it
where
farms
Kentucky
of
1945.
One
in
diseases
from heart
tennis courts will emerge from
person out of every four who not now grown, according to a
their winter blanket, and all
a
Need'
of
College
State
the
of
circular
died in Kentucky last year did
land where additional buildthe
EconomHome
and
so as the result of some form Agriculture
ings once were planned for the
ics. There is seldom a season so
of heart disease.
slack-Draught is
college will be green.
more
Deaths from cerebral hem- unfavorable that one or
1-Usually prompt
Hunter College, which celeand
obtained,
not
are
cuttings
orrhage, which again occupied
2-Usually thorough
brated its 75th anniversary last
four
to
three
seasons,
in
normal
3-Always economical
Printzess captures fashion's
second place in the mortality
year, has grown from the "Fecuttings.
tables, also showed a decrease
male and Normal High School"
new Spring silhouette. • •
80 percent
to
from
60
Since
in number, although the rates
of 1870 which taught 1,000 stunew sowings of alfalfa are
the soft shoulders, the deep
for the two years were not sig- of
dents on the second floor of a
made in the spring, particularly
armholes ...the cinched in
nificantly different. Approxiat Fourth
building
loft
rented
where sloping fields make the
mately 100 persons out of every
Street and Broadway to an inwaistline ... and styles it in
preparation of fall seedbeds im100,000 died of cerebral hemstitution which up to last year
practical because of the washfinest all wool. Tailored wits
45,000 young
some
graduated
orrhage in Kentucky in 1945.
had
ing, there is still time for this
of
guidance
Printzess detailed workmanship inid
the
Under
to
decline
women.
Births continued
crop to be put in.
Thomas Hunter, this second
from the peak year of 1942, with
a fashion that lives in a
alfalfa
In northern Kentucky,
oldest college in the United
56,615 recorded in 1945. This re- seeding begins in late February
fabric that lasts.
States for women opened with
suited in a decrease in the crude and extends well into April; in
four professors and Superintend(Other styles just as attractive)
birth rate of 22.6 per 1,000 popu- the southern and western part
ent Lydia Wadleigh. Today it
lation in 1944 to 21.4 in 1945. of the state, it begins in Februhas a day. student registration
There was a corresponding de- ary and is completed in March.
of about 5,000, almost 400 teachcrease in the number of materSpring seeding is done by
ers, and as many deans as the
nal deaths in 1945. During this broadcasting in fields of small
original teaching staff.
year 142 mothers died in child- grain in the same manner that
The college, which like the
birth, a rate of 2.5 out of every red clover is sowed.
UNO, has had its share of housthousand to whom births occurFarmers have found it is proing troubles, had its first real
red. The infant death rate also fitable to graze sheep and catInsurance Agency
decreased in 1945. Out of every tle on alfalfa-sowed grain fields.
thousand children under one The tramping of the soil proEstablished
year of age in the State, 46.5 vides the desired seedbed and a
1907
died before the end of the first light cover for the seed. With
year of life in 1945 as compared the pasturing of the grain, the
"Not For A Day, But
alfalfa seedlings suffer less from
to 47.4 in 1944.
shade and competition for moisFor All Time."
Under international agreement, ture and plant food.
Circular 312, Growing Alfalfa
the first letter in a radio staWe Stay and Pay
tion's call letters indicates the in Kentucky, may be had from
nationality of the station. The county agents or from the college
United States was allotted three at Lexington.
"When you buy insur—W, N and K.
Brazilians celebrate Christmas
Eve with a feast of delicious ance from this Agency,
fluffy pancakes served yith codfish cakes and toast; save their
famous cheese cake for Christ- you are _bringing securmas.
Cockroaches, originally confin- ity home.
ed to the tropics, spread with the
increase of commerce.
By Arline Wolf

Oil

The Fashion-New

SHORTIE...

College Stresses
Value Of Alfalfa

styled by

PRINTZESS

LAXATIVE?

•
•
Piro get longer, more useful life from
your tractor, it is necessary to use
the right type of lubricant, in the right
place, at the right time.
Your Standard Oil man has a supply
of 1946 Lubrication Charts—based on
manufacturers' recommendations— and
tailor-made to your own make and
model of tractor. Tacked up on the wall
of your machinery-shed, they will show
you at a glance just where and wbem
and with what to lubricate every part
of your tractor. Standard Oil Company,
Incorporated in Kentucky.

BLACK-DRAUGHT

Your Standard Oil
man has charts for
your make and
model of tractor

Is additiom to the Lubrication Chat is you need, your
Standard Oil man will be glad to give you a copy ot
hit New 1946 Farm Almanac. Ask him about them today.
S

N. t I %to) Oil.SMA40.411/0 FOR THE FARM

Standard Tractor Fe•I • Standard Dime! fr.' • Crown and Crown lairs Oosolines
M•bilFireproof Kern....• Mobliell and Imo Motor Oils • Standard Lubricants and
Atlas Tires, SatterMs and Accessories • Mica Ault. Grease • Moblicote
g
taroks Harness OH • broke Self Dressing • flit Household Spray • Flit Surfacer
SProlr(SS DALT.)• Standard Household Oil • Perowors • hysa DIsinfectoot

Sula & Eliza Nall

C. A. Woodall

have taken the place of

PRODUCTION LINES

YOUR HOUSECLEAN/NG

Vona implement dealer had planned
I and expected to have his display
floor filled with new implements and tractors
weeks ago. And we had planned to make
them—had told our dealers and our farmer
customers they would have new equipment
and plenty ofservice parts for the 1946 spring
work. And we had hoped to sell these machines at no advance in price.
Real Production Had Started
When the war ended, our organization bent
every effort to increase production, with the
result that in the last months of 1946 machinery was being built in very substantial
quantities. Here are si few figures.
nIM
Tractors
Comialnos
Cultivators
Hay Localism
*Plows

• as make us sturdy, but they've fragile things
Tea' Unless properly protected, they vanish
the dew off the rose.
t's Irby the Illinois Central is still pioneering in
tecting the Nitunins in fresh foods,a job we began
Out world's-first refrigerated-red—
t of fresh fruit.
t now We're experimenting with a new refrigers•
estbudt mostly of aluminum and glass. It's designed
bo 60 efficient that it will keep frozen foods frozen
ima so versatile it may quickly be converted into
Of/audios box car.
isgerimattal car is further evidence of our
effort le provide you transportation second
The Illinois Central intends to earn your
sed rims.sal friendship.
W.A.jOIMPT0111

GET NI
500Z
ECONOMY
PA(KAGE'

GUARANTEED
BETTER THAN ALL SOAPS
SOAP FLAKES AND POWDERS
For washing dishes,glassware, cooking orenslls,
rayons, hosiery, woodwork, floors . , SO home uses!
YOUR GROCER HAS IT NOW!

PRODUCTION
DEC. 19411
NOV. 1941

7 271
2 345
3 482
299
6,185*

7,432
2,526
3.308
982
4702*

*Plows ore mad* In ow Canton and Chattanooga Werke
which are not on strike. January production will 7.70 Peon

Both your dealer antwe were encouraged by
this production picture at the turn of the
year. But the strike changed all that. As you
know, the CIO United Farm Equiptreent &
Metal Workers of America called a strikA in
—n-Jam.UWE.
airig-o
.•
What Is The Strike Anew?
Wages are a basic issue. Ala uw time of the
strike. Harvester employee were among the
highest paid Workers in American industry
the strike began, the average hourly

earnings in the ten plants, not including
overtime, were $1.164. If present wage proposals are adopted, this figure will become
$1.3334 per hour.
When the strike began, negotiations were
broken off by the Union on the issue of compulsory union membership. The Company
has no desire to weaken the Union. It recognizes certain reasonable needs of the Union.
But the Company does oppose compulsory
unionism. It feels. strongly that an employe's membership should be a matter of
his own choice.
Material Costs and Price Relief
Wages and materials are the great costs of
operating our business—together they consume all but a few cents of every dollar the
Company takes in. Wages are obviously
going to be high—and nobody knows just
how high material costa *ill go.
In the face of rising costa of materials, the
Company does not see how it can pay the
wage increases recommended by a Government fact finding board until it has definite
and satisfactory assurance from the Government that reasonable price relief will be
granted to the Company within a reasonable
period of time. This matter is of such importance that it will not be discussed here,
but will be covered by future advertisements
devoted to both prices and profits.
Speaking for our dealer's and ourselves, we
eon assure you that ISO customer hi more.
eager than we are to resume production. We
are doing and shall continue to do everything
In our power to bring about a fair settlement
as soon as possible.

•
NTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER

makers News

day, March 14, 1

C-J Announces Its
9th Annual farm
Home Campaign
Bingham

kers' Schedule
Oates,

Nies, Champ
rsin pin., Friday, March

Neal,
pond, Mrs. Jim
2:00 p.m., Tuesday,

Praises State's
Farmers For War Pro,
duction Despite
Handicaps

V.

Mrs. Leslie Bright,
2:00 p,tu., Wednesday,

PARTS
TURNS

lEvtry
dF00Iteem

Oil

C 212

Coatan
Prineete,

'World' Gets Smaller
Warsaw—AP--A Polish firm
Is translating into Polish for publication
Wendell L. Willkie's
"One World," but there may
not be much left of it. Government censors have deleted all
references to Stalin.
Spokane is an Indian name
for the sun.

Lorel Lee Hastie, Mt. Sterling.
In announcing the 1046 Home
The campaign, open to all
and Farm Improvement Cam- Kentucky farm families, includes
paign with $5,000 in prizes for also 21 Southern Indiana coun21.
Kentuckiana farmers and farm ties which are: Bartholomew,
women, sponsored by The Cour- Brown, Clark, Crawford, Davireek Homemakers held
ier-Journal, The Louisville Times ess, Decatur, Dubois, Floyd, HarCreek
and Radio Station WHAS, Barry rison, Jackson, Jefferson, Jen•ar meeting Thursday
Bingham, president of the two nings, Lawrence, Martin, Monat the home of Mrs.
papers and the radio station, roe, Orange, Perry, 'Scott, Spenliver. Mrs D. W. Satterpraised farm families of this cer, Switzerland and Washingcharge. The program
area for their splendid wartime ton.
n by the hostess and
record.
eon' Gresham.
"In spite of shortages in manOliver served refreshpower and also farm equipment,
Mesdames W. H. Tandy,
their production exceeded any
tterfield, D. W. Satterexpectations,"
Bingham said. "In
VOLCANIC
ISLAND
APPEARS
IN
PACIFIC
Wylie
—This
volcanic
island,
of
about 220 miles south
iyeon Gresham,
Japan's Yokosuka base, has reached a height of approximately 50 feet and a diameter of 200 the next few years it is importMartin Oliver, J. I. Leg.
May Warn of Disordered
yards, according to Lt. (jg) Daniel J. Ransohoff, flag secretary of the U. S. forces at the base. ant for them to maintain their
lea Lester,, T. A. Dren- It first appeared
Kidney Action
above the surface of the sea in the latter part of February. U. S. Naval observers present production, as upon the
Beck.
• Lloyd
Modern life with Its burry and worry,
shoulders of our country lies the
are charting and photographing development of the new island. (AP Wirephoto)
irregular habits, improper sating and
drinking—its risk of •xposure and infecresponsibility of feeding our
tion—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidney.. They are apt to become
starving
allies
until
they
are
Now
He
See
Them;
Music Lovers' Motto:
over-taxed and fall to filter exam acid
or The Lilies:
'able to produce the food they
and other impurities from the life-giving
Now
He
Doesn't
blood.
On Cuff Is Off The Cob need", he concluded.
aved Utah Twice
You may suffer nagging backache.
Salt Lake City— AP —Dr. This ninth annual Home and
Regina, Saskatchewan— AP —
headache, disminees, getting up nights,
Lake City—AP—Twice
leg pain., swelling—feel constantly
Nikolai
Malko,
Russian
conducFarm Improvement Campaign,
tired, nervous. all worn out. Other signs
e people of Utah been Maurice Reynolds, former Regina
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometor, says ."You can't give music which closes November 1, offers
times burning, scanty or too frequent
am starvation by the radio announcer, has his own
Stanford
Says
CCC
away."
urination.
magic
formula
for
warding
off
sego
abundant
ten
grand
prizes,
five for men
ower, the
Try Doau's Pills. Down's help the
"People don't believe music or and five for
harm.
Edict Is Unfair And
kidneys to pass off harmful excess body
women, ranging
ce in legend, once in fact.
They have had more than half•
waste.
musicians
are
any
good
if
they
While
an
RCAF
navigator in
rom $300, $250, $200, $150 and
, a year after the Morcentury of public approval. Are recoil*.
Unnecessary
are permitted to hear them for
mended t'y grateful users everywhere.
$100. There' are also twentytered the Salt Lake val- North Africa, Reynolds relates,
Ask your neighbor!
Concerned over the "hasty ac- nothing," he said during a con- seven $50 Kentucky
district
' crops had not matured he and friends went exploring
tion" by the Commodity Credit cert here.
after
dark
in
Dakar.
He
found
exhad
been
provisions
prizes and three $50 Indiana
'
"They will look at and enjoy
, The settlement survi- himself alone on a street corner Corporation in ordering the Burdistrict prizes, both for men and
a
beautiful
painting,
whether
it
with
shadowy
ley
Tobacco
figures
Growers
approachCo-operaincipally by eating lily
women.
ing. They vanished when he tive Association to turn over to is free or not, but it seems to be
The contest report, in time ,
a
fascinating
quirk
of
human
nathe C.C.C. one and a half million
other instance, a Ute In- roared:
saving questionnaire form, can
ture
that
their
music
is
only
"Is there anybody here from pounds of low-grade burley tosend would have it, the
be obtained by writing to the
bacco at 90 percent parity, was good music if they have to pay two papers and the radio staof a great battle were Miise Jaw, Saskatchewan?"
for
it."
expressed yesterday by J. E.
from famine by lilies
tion. It covers the period of proThe Roman calendar had a Stanford, Louisville, executive
miraculously sprang up
gress made on the farm between
304-day year of 10 months.
secretary of the Kentucky Farm
bloody field.
January 1 and December 31,
Bureau Federation, in telegrams
1946. The time between Novemto Kentucky congressmen.
ber 1, when the contest closes
Stanford described the action
OVER 600 PATTERNS -- - FINE
and the year's end, can be estias "unfair to growers and enThe second annual ton litter mated.
tirely unnecessary." He urged contests to be held in Kentucky,
tampaign awards will be ancongressmen to learn why the closing with shows in Evansville, nounced no later than December
action was taken by C.C.C. and Ind., and and Louisville, is an- 15 and grand prizes given at the
to oppose a price less than par- nounced at the College of Agri- annual Home and Farm Imity. The action was taken by the culture and Home Economics. provement Campaign luncheon
Newest patterns in lovely colors and designs.
C.C.C. last week, Stanford said. Raising of ton litters is practi- in Louisville.
At money-saving prices!
The low-grade leaf is to be cal because it calls for saving
Additional information can be
FOUR BARGAIN-PRICED GROUPS
used in making nicotine, he addl large litters and making use of obtained from county Extension
ed. There are other types of to information
regarding
swine agents, county Farm Bureaus,
bacco that have a much higher management, it is stated.
home demonstration agents, vonicotine content, Stanford de
Last year, 25 of the litters cational agricultural teachers and
dared.
entered in the contest weighed fartn security supervisors.
In the telegrams, he listed the a ton or more at 175 days, the
Last year's grand prize winfollowing reasons for this action average
weight being 2,349 ners, both men and women are:
Per Roll
Per Roll
being "unfair to growers and pounds. The heaviest litter first, Paul
Schneider, Corydon,
unnecessary": (I) "Historically, weighed 3,448 pounds. Average Ind., and Mrs. Travis Slayden,
the co-op has readily sold low- number of pigs marketed per Clinton; second, W. L. Allison,
grades at higher prices; (2) litter was 10.3, and average Mayslick, and Mrs.
Henry Mirpresent burley surpluses do not weight per pig at 175 days, acle, Stanford; third, John
C.
228%
pounds.
justify this hasty action and,
Per Roll
Per Roll
Figured at the ceiling price of Peterson, Loretto, and Mrs. Jim
(3) it is unfair to growers who
Lynn, Providence; fourth, J. T.
OTHER PATTERNS to $1.00 Roll
suffered the consequences of a $14.75 per hundred, the average Rice, Kevil, and
Mrs. Otis Workprofit
on
17
of
the
litters
for
drastic market slump."
ALL IN STOCK
which complete records are man, Murray; and fifth, H. P.
mj1jk..Jjiidgenville. and
available, was $142.89.
The robin is the state bird o
The contest is open to all
Michigan, Virginia and Wiscon Kentucky
farmers, 4-H and
sin.
Utopia club members and Future
Canoe burials were once prac Farmers. Rules
may be had from
tised by the American Indians.
offices of county agents, or
The burrowing owl builds i from the college,
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY
Lexington.
•

Bureau Official
Raps Burley Order

DOAN'S P1115

71o%
I2U

Nall

10c
25c

15c

ATTERY Evercharge
$1.50 YOUR FIRST AND LAST COST
PAY NO MORE

Will Preserve Your Battery Against
Going Dead
National batte,ry authorities say that 1 out of every 2 batteHes
will fail In the next few months. Don't lat it be yours! A battery, If
mechanically right, serviced Just once with EVER-CHARGE, will
not have to be put on the charging line again, and will not freeze
under any condition. Ask your service station.
Beware of Imitations—Insist on Genuine Ever-Charge

Salesmen can earn $25 to $25 per day selling
EVER-CHARGE. Demonstration sells on sight
ASK ABOUT EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY

Kentucky Sales Company
R. L. Boaz
Ph 507

PRINCETON, KY.

B. W. Glanninl
Ph 215

PTE 'laude's Cab PTE
HENRIETTA HOTEL

ORNETTE'
STATIONERS

'T Would Be Justice
For Weather Reporter

uy

Newark, N. J. — AP—Joseph
McLaughlin, a Newark Evening
News reporter, spent the night
in jail after covering a borough
council meeting in North Caldwell. When he came out after
the meeting he discovered his
automobile was snowed ,in by a
sudden storm, and asked the
police for lodgings for the night.

ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS

ES!

To increase flow of urine and
relieve irritation of the bladder
front excess acidity in the twine

ITH OIL

aler!

NEW BEAUTIFUL
LIME-PROOF COLORS

not including
,'resent wage proglare will become

for Walls and Ceilings of Living Rooms, Dining
Rooms, Bedrooms, Hallway,.

egotiations were
the issue of cornThe Company
Union. It recog,. of the Union.
.pose compulsory
1y that an ern• be a matter of

• Rooms decorated with FLATLUX look better because of
the oil-base.
• The beautiful colors dry quickly to a flat, non-glare finish.

rice Relief

• One Coat covers most any
interior surface ... plaster
wallboard ... wallpaper.

great costa of
• -ther they conevery dollar the
are obviouslY
...y kimono jug

Are you suffering uon00000ary distress,
backache, run-down feeling and disco's..
fort from excess acidity in the urine? Are
you disturbed nights by a frequent desire
to pass water? Then you should know
shout that famous doctor's discover?
DR. KiLMEJR'S SWAMP ROOT ww that
thousands^Say gives blessed relief. Swamp
Root is a carefully blended combination of
II herbs, roots, vegetables, balsams. Dr.
Kilmer's is not harsh or habit-fermis/ in
soy way. Many perople any it. nerissit
ollset is truly amazing.
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY,
Like thousands of others you'll be glad
that you did. Send name and widens to
Department D, Kanter &
Inc, Bea
1255. Stamford, Conn. Offer ihnitod. &ad
at once. All druggists sell 111/131111 Rest

ThEilisa
to BALANCE the
FAMILY BUDGET

• Easy to wash and keep clean
with Soap and water.

I go,

of materials, the
It can pay the
* by a Govern• it has definite
the Governnsike'Will Is
" a reasonable

geememe.

5

Only £

PER GAL.

• Costs no more than water
Wm_
.paints_batams•_..pf
sphading . . r One Gallon
will do average room,

, tip
mc.
If you need Toney to clean up
-Mt%ittlittred
atuireftt, all us for a loan. We advance
cult promptly for any need or
emergency. Come le—or pbome
--wow or may time.

,
NEW BEAUTY WITH PATIEASON-SARGENT PAINTS

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store
Princeton, Ky.

STER

Phone 25

S. Harrison St.

EXPERIENCED, COURTEOUS DRIVERS

* Planning to Redecorate? * *
COME TO THE BPS PAINT STORE

to do evervt Iting
fair settlement

Insurance and Real Estate

Insured Cabs

because...

I. of rob bn&mooed hes%
advertaionsanto
• Ate.
,we
•
•
production. We

John E. Young

I say it pays to ride in

ALLPAPER

ractive)

street. See or call

They say, "It pays to advertise"!

College Announces
Ton Utter Contest
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Nice four-room dwelling; located on Brown

Mrs. Fenton Tayess, 2,00 p.m., Thursday,

That Nagging
Backache

hip intc(

For Sale

W. Court Square

'

Phone 762

Iniersiale
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Prineeton, Kentucky

Serviceable Clothes
for Everyday Wear
MEN'S CHAMBRAY
WORK SHIRTS
1 2 to 17 Size
14/

$1 47

Yard Long
MEN'S WOOL FELT HATS
New Shades
and Shapes

°Leach

BOYS' POLO SHIRTS
Roman Striped
Half Sleeves
Size 8 to 14

7 cq
111 ‘r each

SCHOOL GIRLS' OXFORD
Heavy Red Rubber Sole
Moccosin blue style
4-eye tie

$295

$24
'

Size 3 to 9

Shia 6% to 7%

BOYS' CLOTH HATS
Novelty Colors
Just for Boys

125

Growing Girls' WEDGE
5-eye tie Wedge Oxford.
Good enough for dress.
Leather sole top-heel.

$395

Size 4 to 9

Size 6% to 7

MEN'S TAN ARMY STYLE $
CAP TOE WORKSHOE
Xtra heavy spur piece
7-eye tie leather middlesole •
Heavy Comp. Outsole
BOYS' PLAIN TOE
WORK SHOE
Black,waxed veal-bradded at
point of strailik, Leather middle
stie, composition outsole.
,
w

50
pair
95

KIDDIE COVERALLS
Serviceable khaki cloth.
Well made.
Size 2 to 6

WEE-WALKER
Baby Shoes.

$1 00
each

$2"

White Kid upper. Leather sole.
Size It to 8
se

•

STORE
FAIR
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Profit From Hens
Surpasses Tobacco

Milk Payments
To Be Continued
Dairymen Will Get Same
Rates As Last Year,
Says AAA
Curtis E. George, chairman
Caldwell County AAA, announced this week that the production
payment program will be continued through June 30. Rates for
the April-June period will be
the same as those for the corresponding period last year.
This action- means that April
payment rates for milk in Kentucky will be 60 cents a hundredweight, and for butterfat 17 cents
a pound. For May and June, payments will be 25 cents a hundredweight of milk, and 10 cents
a pound of butterfat. The lower
payment during May arid June
are in accordance with the accepted practice of decreased producer payments during the flush
season of milk production.
Payments will be subject to
termination or revision in the
event of general increases in
price ceilings for milk and its
products.
January 29 the stabilization
administrator announced the general level of returns to milk producers would bs maintained
during 1946 at the 1945 level,
either by subsidy payments or
by increase in price ceilings,
should the subsidy be eliminated.
At the same time it was pointed
out that it is the government's
policy to avoid price increases
where possible by making termination of subsidies subject to
general stabilization of the cost
of living.
Tinder the dairy production
payment program, payments are
made to farmers on milk and
butterfat they produce and sell.
The program has operated since

From a flock of 460 New
Hampshire hens, Phillip Depp,
of Metcalfe county, made more
money during the month of December last year than he cleated
from his four-acre tobacco crop.
By starting with certified quality
chicks and following a good summer feeding program, he brought
his pullets into production early,
thus giving him the benefit of
high prices, notes Farm Agent
William Newman.
Mr. Depp started 1,100 chicks
on April 13 with an electric
brooder, and lost only 3 percent of his flock. For 12 weeks
he fed a commercial starter and
grower. Then the pullets were
put on a range of rye grass,
crimson clover and rape, and
self-fed grain and opster shell
supplemented with half as much
mash as grain.
Ten days before housing,
which was not until November
1 because of construction difficulties, Mr. Depp put his flock
of 500 pullets on a full feed of
laying mash. From mid-NovemBEST ACTRESS OF 1945 —Joan Crawford, a Hollywood veteran ber, electric lights burned all
who won her first academy award as the best actress of 1945, night, resulting in 75 percent
sits up in bed to accept the "Oscar" statuette from Director production which has been mainMike Curtis. Ili with influenza, the actress first learned of the tained steadily with the birds in
award as she heard it on the radio. Curtiz directed her winning good health and condition. Durperformance in "Mildred Pierce". (AP Wirephoto)
ing the months of December and
January, average production per
hen was 24.7 eggs..

Quertermous in Frankfort.
Mrs. Ina Butler, who has spent
several months in Detroit, is
visiting relatives.
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, of Russellville, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Sam Howerton and Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Young.
October 1943, to offset increased
Cadet Billy Sam Young, of
dairy production costs and to Columbia, Tenn., who is attendencourage a continued high rate ing the military academy there,
of milk production.
is home spending the spring vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Young.
Mr. John W. Stice and son.
Lorry re
01,1•461"with Lim SfrOkisory
Don, of Detroit, were the weekAlorwiww. Amman,Broawfwourws Cw,1040 A.M.,E.S.T.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Baker.
Dinner was served in the Sunday School rooms of the First
Presbyterian Church Sunday in
honor of Roy Rucker, recently
discharged from the U. S. Army;
Donald Brasher, SK2c, of the
U. S. Navy, and Cadet Billy
Sam Young, Columbia Military
Academy, of Columbia, Tenn.
By Dorothy Brassher
Miss Lena S. Cruce was the
weekend guest of her sister, Mrs.
Ivan H. Bennett and Mr. Bennett.
Mrs. John L. Quertermous is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John

=

Wonderful ribli:Stkky

quickly _ absorbed jotion
That does such grand:thlrigit
tor dry skin. Extro-rich In lonolln.

precious oils thot help your skin to
soft velvety smoothness. Use II_ ow
your hoods, your face, your elbows,
those rough spots at your heels. A
little goes a long way. $1.

There are 54,000 towns and
villages in the United States
served only by highway and motor transport.
Tea was Introduced into Europe
from the Orient by the Dutch
in 1645.

3•Bigger yields offine,top

quality tobacco is the type
k›. of crop you can enjoy this
year if you use VIGORO.
n Vigoro produces the type
<-> of tobacco that cures bhiuGI No Joe College;
,0, tifully into the kind of toQuestions Please Prof
bacco which commands
Lincoln, Neb. —AP— University of Nebraska professors say
the buyers' attention and
they are "kept on their toes"
their top bids.

these days because veterans in
their classes ask questions more
freely than the average college
student and demand proof of
statements made,by their instructors.
"They have injected a new
spirit into my classes by stimulating lively discussions, and
when they want to know something they ask intelligent questions which go right to the core
of the matter," said Prof. J. P.
Senning of the political science
department.

3

3

•OFFICE FURNITURE •DUPLICATING MA
•PEN AND PENCIL
•FILING SYSTEMS
•RUBBER STAMPS
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•
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Pnces oxclus;yo at ooy topes

Don-A-Tog Sportswear
CranefAbrams Originals
Dorsa Originals
Handmacher Originals
Anne Mitchell Originals
House of Victor
Snyder of California
Queen Original Frocks
Junard of Dallas
Hollywood Originals
Irene Karol Originals
Ann Sutton
Catalina Sportswear
Pat Premo Originals
Ann Foster
Century Sportswear
Hollywood Originals
Jo-Jaynes
Nardis Sportswear
LeVine Originals
Nelly Don
Lampl Sportswear
Juliette Frocks
Lynbrook
Ken Classics
Darlene Frocks
Kennedy
Minx-Modes
Levy Originals
Bobby Brooks

_Me9d9wbrook p __ Paul
Thoritton
Mitzi
Fisk
Luxor

Richar
Sherman
Jauntee

we will continue to serve you to the best of our ability... and strive to procure for YOU the high type merchandise upon which our success is built.
exclusively yours
•

wtcarson
(Incorporated)
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FILMDOM EX-QUEEN AND NEW KING— Ingrid Bergman,
winner of an academy award a year ago, presents an "Oscar"
to Ray Milland, honored for his "best performance by an actor"
in "The Lost Weekend". Milland played the role of a chronic
drunk in the film, which also won honors as the best picture
of 1945. (AP Wirephoto)

Sheep Specialist
Stresses Quality
That low-set, compact, milkfinished spring lambs from Kentucky have become recognized
as the finest in the trade, commanding a price in keeping with
their superior quality, was stated by Richard C. Miller, field
agent in animal husbandry at
the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
As a result of better control
of parasites through the use of
phenothiazine, there has been a
great improvement in the weight
and finish of late lambs. However, the sheep specialist warned
that quality must be emphasized
along with weight, if the state
is to maintain... its leading position in lamb production.
To date, the lambing season
has been favorable with a high
percentage of the lambs being
saved. Important to growing
them out to good weights and
finish is creep feeding from the
time they will eat, when they
are about two weeks old, until
spring pasture is available.
Buck lambs should be castrated, preferably before they
are three weeks old, said Mr.
Miller. Docking is also advised,
since is gives the lambs a neater, blockier, more compact appearance, and prevents the accumulation of filth to invite
flies and maggots.
After lambing, but not later
than April, KentUcky flocks
should get dosed with phenothiazine. Then, from at least May 1
through September, sheep and
lambs should have continuous
access to the one-to-nine phenothiazine-salt mixture placed in
especially built feeders to protect it from the weather and
keep it clean and inviting.
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or about

900 Ships Return
4,884,000 To States
New York —AP—. Ships are
bringing back service men and
women from overseas at three
times the rate after World War
I. They returned 4,884,024 from
May, 1945, through January, 1946, Ships magazine reports, compared with 1,481,673 from November, 1918, through Tune, 1919. More than 900 vessels were
used in the movement. The high
point came last November, with
over a million brought back.
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Smog SP
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Moe Oil

Life insurance companies now
have more than $4,000,000,000 invested in mortgages covering
homes and housing for American families.

Blouses are the minor partner, but
importance is major when it COTT
setting off a suit wardrobe! They
dress it up or dress it down, ma
colorful or smartly severe. And
blouses are just the kind of pa
you'll want for your suits. Tailor
dressmaker styles in rayons and cott

Flock Pays Well
Lawrence Washington, brother
of George Washington, was an
officer in the U. S. Marines.

Mrs. W. R. Logan of Trimble
county made a profit of almost
72 cents per hen on her flock of
45 White Rock hens during the
month of January, notes J. D.
Tolbert, county agent. The hens
laid 1,014 eggs, or an average
of 22 eggs per hen. Total receipts
were $40.85, and feed costs were
$8.50.

WU a
loci- It g_tO

Farmers must plant the best in field seed.
An extra $1 spent sometimes produces as much
as $25 at harvest time.
You can get recleaned and tested field seed
at CAYCE-YOST CO.
Orchard Grass
Alfalfa
Blue Grass
Red Clover
Rye Grass
Alsike
Red Top
Sweet Clover
Timothy
Ladino Clover

For Quality Seed and Quality prices, ask
for Special Lots.
Still time to sow oats —
Columbia oats will make quick feed.

BROADBENT'S
MEACHAM'S
FUNK'S
AB in both. white and yello?t
In

HOPKINSVILLE
it's
No secret to lie spring freedom in these new malerte:—the sloping
shoulder titanium, flutter's; eve dans5 a short sleeves stiffed
or potted. Printed ploy hi bright eider. 1Ileek hens poileis!

Rayon Jersey

Rayon Crept

SoNiCeporsise

rsday, March 14, 1946

equency Modulation Cuts Out
atic by Killing Weak Signals

Albany, N. Y., and at Storrs
Butterfield
By. C. E. Radio Riveter) Conn.
lilted Press
Working of the system, not
was a winter
ew York—lt
be ape- necessarily too intricate to the
in January, 1939—to
Tuesday, the 17th—that engineer, was described by Maj.
broadcasting first made its Armstrong in these words:
"Frequency modulation differs
came in an anlic bow. It
the amplitude modulated
cement from Columbia util- from
transmitter (a standard broadprofessor
its
of
behalf
ity on
cast station) in that the wave
electrical engineering— Maj.
who de- frequency is changed in accordin H. Armstrong
the ance with the fluctuations of
developed
ed and
the voice, not the intensity of the
elm
it overnight. radiation, as in amplitude modudone
hadn't
e
first accomp- lation."
User was it his
In picking up a signal, the reents in radio. To his credit,
ceiver automatically rejects a
• other things, is the superweak one, man-made as well as
rodyne circuit, the basis of
receivers, both natural static. In addition, selecradio
modern
t
tive fading, in which music and
commercial.
e and
FM, speech become distorted, is abto
ry
introducto
the
ent said sent. The overall effect is quality
'ch the announcem
static, tube reception, in tone, in clearness,
uld "wipe out
e," Maj. in absence of extraneous noise,
es and interferenc
even in a heavy thunder storm.
trong had set up station
With the range of a station
across
J.,
N.
Alpine,
N at
Hudson river above New limited to the theoretical line
a 400- of sight by the frequencies emrk City. He had built
antenna tower with three ployed, the maximum under
ideal conditions is around 100
-foot crossarms. The frequenmiles. Thus the same channel can
40
of
vicinity
the
in
was
be used over and over where
meters.
7
about
or
gacycles,
s are geographically
eanwhile, other experirnen- station
stations had been erected at space the proper distance apart,
permitting duplication on the
same channel without interference.
DR. C. E. SEIBERT
Maj. Armstrong said that as far
back as 1914, together with the
Spine and Nerve Specialist
scientist, Prof. M. I. Pupin, he
11 chronic diseases and di- had started a quest to eliminate
ases of women especially. troublesome static.
ome in or call for appointent today while I still have
Hashmarked In Memory
limited amount of time for
Fisher, Ill.—AP—Henry Powew patients.
ell doesn't need that newfangled
Office in
electronic numerical integrator
NEW CENTURY HOTEL
and computer to figure out how
Springs
Dawson
he was in the Army. He
long
Hours 9-12 and 1-7
got in Feb. 11, 1942, got out Feb.
Phone 3561
11, 1946.

Dead Animals
WANTED
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
er, but theii
it comes to
be! They c
own, make

.And
of
Tailored a
and conceit

CALL COLLECT

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone 442-J

Princeton, Ky.
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You'll look different this spring
in an interesting, more feminine
way. Your (.wardrobe will blossoftly contoured
•
seen forth
clothes, Snore ease and fullness,
more swish and flare. Get set
to lead the style parade by selecting your new costumes here.

Hunger Grips Hungary;
Raw Pumpkin is Luxury

last suit, except what I.am wearing, for 50 cents and now I have
Budapest — While Americans no money. I have a small room,
stop to buy a hamburger or hot because I was bombed out, but
dog, Hungarians are walking I cannot afford to heat the room
the streets munching on a piece and therefore cannot work in
of raw pumpkin—when they it. Besides, plaster costs so much
If so, don't punish your
can afford it.
I never could buy it. In the
motor further. Let us clean
Hungary has been in the grip mornings, though, I have a cup
and repair it the modern way.
of the worst winter it ever has of black coffee substitute, but
known. Drained of almost every of course no bread. At noon I
In all price ranges.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
necessity of life through the pick up a relief luncheon and
buying.
before
us
curSee
long years of war and with
by nightfall I manage to get myrency inflated so badly no one self a piece of bread. There are
knows what money will buy no customers for a sculptor and
next week, the country is strug- my small subsidy from the state
10th and Clay St.
gling for bare existence.
Phone 50
amounts to nothing owing to
PRINCETON, KY.
Glimpses into the private inflation."
HOPKINSVILLE
Phone 96 & 425
lives of the people of Budapest
The Blackmarketeers, on the
are being afforded in series of other hand, are reaping a fat
Interviews in the newspapers harvest. The other day a poulVilagossag and Maggar Nemzet try dealer whose consignment
in efforts to inform others on from provinces arrived six days
how to get along. Typical ex- late, made an extra profit of
cerpts follow:
300 percent, even though 40 perOpera Singer: "I am selling cent of the geese had been stolen
everything in order to keep fit in transit.
for my job. The Budapest State
Prices are still rising daily
Opera House pays me $2 a and the—new democratic govmonth, and now I have sold ernment is attempting to stop
"Crazy
what few pieces of jewelry I the currency printing presses.
Elroy
Lt.
—
GRIMM
FOR
HIRSCH STRUTS STUFF
Phone
a career of 30 years The consequence is that already
Legs" Hirsch, former Wisconsin football star and mpre re- collected in
581
gold ring, a watch chain, a a shortage of money is felt. This
cently a performer on the El Toro Marines' grid team, goes up —a
Princeton, Ky.
I
rugs.
my
Road
and
Cadiz
few paintings
is not to be wondered at. Prices
for high one for the edification of Manager Charlie Grimm while
the
in
eat a chunk of pumpkin
are running into millions and
working out at the Chicago Cubs training camp, Avalon, Cal.,
street when I feel reckless."
people cannot afford to pay
during a three-day leave. Hirsch is a pitcher but has ambitions
Poet: "There is not enough them. The government has forof becoming an outfielder after he leaves the service. (AP
newsprint for poets. We must re- bidden employers to grant any
Wirephoto)
vert to the era of spreading lit- further increases in wages and
whether you really want to as- erature by means of manuscripts. salaries. The girl typist, for exsume the very vital and neces- I will sell original manuscripts ample, who earns $1 per month
. . . Have you realized that your building costs
sary task of being substitute of. my poems for one litre of is paid in 100,000 pengo.
parents.
wine each. The publishers can
The mood of Budapest's popuonly buy two of my poems lation borders dangerously on
have risen from 30% to 60%? Did you in—....---...4111111111111111111111111111 each
month for which I get 10 the revolutionary.
critical
a
There has been
cents apiece. My government
shortage of substitute parents.
crease your insurance to cover this increase?
subsidy of 8 cents gives me a
Scott county 4-H club memThis condition was apparent betotal of 18 cents a month. But bers have a carload of baby
this will only buy a few sheets beeves on feed for the Louisville
fore the war and during the war.
of paper, a small bottle of ink, 'show and sale in November.
It is apparent now in the after
a pair of shoe laces, two trolley
war period.
tickets and a half-pound of
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
Substitute parents are urgentpumpkin."
temporary
the
for
ly needed
PRINCETON, IT.
Girl Typist: "I have nothing
PHONE 01
111 W. Market It.
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=
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For the majority of children,
frees month but around the 10th of AA Aar, bsak. AA in IlAria toosay. Am
substitute home with an interesteach month is has shrunk to a
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
Have your tires in tiped family, is the best possible
third of its previous value. So
top condition for those
temporary living arrangement.
we are selling all of our chatdrives.
DUE TO
spring
long
It is hard for any child to leave
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We'll give you an expert
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job in the minirecap
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otMonisarising from Ilkosslik thick pea soup with a chunk
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amount of time.
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Specialists in all types of tire and tube repair.
advantages. I don't have to
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himself.
sselalas ads
. I can even cook when
bother
It is not an easy task to love
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
the light is turned off due to
and care for children on a temthe coal shortage.")
porary basis. Substitute parents
Beesley Building
The Lawyer: "I can make a
say, however, that there is
modest living. Of course, I canCRIDER, Owner.
COOPER
in
knowing
n
great satisfactio
afford to buy clothes or
not
CHICKS
BABY
he
they can help a child when
fuel. The trouble is that by
needs help and release him when
and
the time I get paid for a lawa better plan is ready for him.
suit, the money is almost worthIf you are under 60 years of
STARTED CHICKS
less."
age, in good health, financially
The Sculptor: "I have sold my
U. S. APPROVED
independent, and respected in
your community; if you have
UM CONTROLLED
had experience with children, PULLOR
READY FOR DELIVERY
have a sincere interest in them,
and love in your heart to share PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
If you sager from rheumatic, orthri•
this simple
neuritis pun. try
tis or
—please come to our local Child
that thousands
recipe
home
inexpensive
of flu-P.:
package
the
a
on
using. Get
Welfare Office, located
art
Pennyrile Hatchery
Compound, a 2 areas' wpply today. Mix
3rd floor of the County Court 212 W. 7th St.
Phone 604 it writ • quart of water, add the
juke of 4 lemmas. leo my. pleasant
Hous e, Princeton, Kentucky,
no trouble at all. You need only 3
MR. and MRS. H. B. BAKER, and
Telephone 789, and the Child
tableepoonfuls two times a day. Often
over.
hows — sometimes
45
within
Managers
Welfare Worker will explain
multi are obtained.
night — splendid
leave
Welfare Program
quickly
not
do
the Child
paina
the
If
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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nothing
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You can then both decide
sold be your druggist under an
By Paul Vajda
(AP Newefeetures)

John Davis & Son

Sisk Motor Co.

Concrete
Blocks
my. BI-Products

Rising Costs...

Critical Shortage Of
Substitute Parents

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

MARK CUNNINGHAM

John E. Young Agt,

6

Recap Now
For Spring
Driving

QUICK iiDJEF FROM
sysusensgeokgresiArtabm
STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.

Fredonia, Ky.

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

POLISHES
CLEANERS

W. W. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon

For Immediate
Delivery On
MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Duco Auto Cleaner
Davis Auto Cleaner
Western Pre-Wax Cleaner
Sknoniz Liquid Kleener
Simoniz Paste Cleaner
Dupont Speedy Wax
Johnson's Carnu
Davis Poh and Cleaner
OgYISAYA1x- PAL_
Western Poli-WdX
•#.
Simoniz
Dupont No. 7 Polish and Cleaner
Western Chronium Cleaner
Simon's Chrome Cleaner

39¢
35¢
35¢
49¢
49¢
59¢
59¢
49¢
37¢
--- 30¢
49¢
59¢
28¢
29¢

Western Auto
Associate Store

for quilts.

The Lillie F Murphy Store

Radiators!

Monuments

RuEz
guar.tee.
money.back
lute
Compound is for sale end receetunended by

Choose from &plenty, lady.
For in our newly decorated
shop, you can pick your
coat or suit in any style
or color. Come in today
and see our wonderful, new
collection of spring dresses
—prints and solids, Suits,
Coats and Hats. We also
have • supply of cotton

receipts on the flock for Old
month amounted to $105.10 with
,
expenses 254.85, leaving a prosuccessive fit of $50.45.
third
the
For
month, the flock of 116 New
Hampshire hens belonging 'to
David Criswell topped the production list in Carter county
with 22 eggs per hen. Farm
Agent R. H. King says CrisIs your car, truck or tracwell's record book shows total
tor radiator heating or leaking/

Flock Tops County
Production Record

Home-Owned and Operated by
PRINCETON

SUPPLIES
Kitchen Sinks — Toilets — Lavatories — Bath Tubs
— Shower Cabinets — Hot Water Tanks — Towel
Bars — Soap Trays — Tooth Brush Holders — Toilet
Paper Ilgolders — G4ass Holders — Medicine Cabinets.

Fairbanks-Morse
Electric Shallow Well and Deep Well Pump Systems.
Hand Pumps — Sucker Rods — Well Pipe
All kinds of Valves and Fittings

Heating Equipment
Forced Hot Water, Steam and Hot Air Furnaces —
Stokers — Blowers — Oil Burners — Unit Heaters
— Radiators — Registers.
ALL NEEDED PIPES AND FriINGs

Norge Refrigerators, Stoves
and

Hot Water Heaters

Hopkinsville

Iron Fireman to ers
icarson

W

for

omen's
ear

B. N. Lusby

incorporated

exclusively yours

JOE P. WILCOX
PHONE' 212

ji

Plumbing and Heating

Phone 88

Princeton, Ky.

132 E. Main
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Caldwell Man In
Jail Charged With
Murder Of Wife
Claude Bailey Accused
In Fatal Burning; Woman

Farm Bureau Still
Short Of Quota

Livestock Market
Sales were about steady on the
Princeton Livestock Market
Monday compared with a week
ago, it was announced by Brad
Lacey, manager. Total sold was
811 head. Baby beeves topped
at $16; No. 1 veals, $17.30 and
hogs, $14.45.

150 More Members
Needed; Benefits To

Taken From Local

New Radio Station
Hospital
Asked For Madisonville
Circuit Judge H. F. S. Bailey
Washington (iP)—The Madisonordered Claude Bailey, Caldwell ville Broadcasting Company, Inc.,
county, held without bond in Madisonville, Ky., has asked the
jail here after he was indicted Federal Communications Comto operate
and arraigned on a charge of mission for authority
murder last Friday in connec- a new radio station on 730 kilotion with the death of his wife, cycles with 250-watt power during daytime hours.
February 26.
Judge Bailey said Mrs. Bailey
The area of the Soviet Union
died following her removal from
a Princeton hospital by her hus- is more than 8,700,000 square
band while she was undergoing miles, or nearly three times as
as continental United
large
treatment for burns.
Commonwealth's Attorney Al- States.
vin Lisanby said he was investigating the possibility that Mrs. infected, causing her death, the
Bailey's burns were not acciden- Commonwealth's attorney said.
Judge Bailey said he was intal.
Mrs. Bailey lived in the Cobb formed Bailey removed his wife
from the hospital over the prosection before her marriage.
Lisanby said the woman was tests of her physician and hospireported at the time, which was tal attaches.
Bailey pleaded innocent and
two weeks before her death, to
have been burned when her his trial was set for June 5, the
house coat caught fire from an judge announced.
The indictment of Bailey came
open grate in the Bailey home.
Lisanby added that Mrs. Bailey after a delegation of his neighwas in the hospital four days bors, living in the Hall section
when her husband took her of this county, went before the
home and left her there without grand jury and gave testimony,
proper care. The burns became court attaches reported.

VINSON GREETS KEYNES AT CONFERENCE—Secy. of
Treasury Fred Vinson (left) greets Lord Keynes (right) leader
of the British Delegation to the International Monetary Conference, on their arrival in Savannah, Ga. The conference is
expected to last about two weeks, being attended by representatives of 35 nations. (AP Wirephoto)
1I
I,'

Farm-Home Show • Million Budget
MINISTER FELT HIS DAYS Well Attended Bill Is Passed

4

SHORT; LAUDS RETONGA
Rev. Grubb Weighed Only
100 Lbs. And Needed Help
To Get From His Chair
To His Bed; Feels Better
And Stronger Than In
Years
Scores of minikters of the gospel have givefi `tetonga their
strong and voluntary public endorsement and among the most
grateful is Rev. H. H. Grubb,
406 W. Tennessee Avenue, Knoxville, Tenn., a minister of the
Missionary Baptist Church for
forty years, and he is widely
known throughout East Tennes
see. Speaking of his experience
with Retonga Rev. Grubb gratefully stated:
"A lcrig and severe illness left
me weighing only one hundred
lbs., and I seemed unable to regain my strength. My appetite
was gone, and what little I managed to eat brought on severe
gas pains in my stomach. I had
to take strong laxatives, I felt
high-strung and got little refreshing sleep. My strength was
so far gone that I had to have
help to get from my chair to
my bed and I thought I was not
long for this world.

Rev. H. M. Grubb
"Retonga soon relieved all
this distress and I regained all
the fifty lbs. my illness had
cost me. Since then I have taken a bottle or two of Retonga
occasionally and I don't believe
I have felt better in ten years
than I feel now. My gratitude
to Retonga is unbounded."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of gastric juices in the stomach,
loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 deficiency and constipation. Accept no substitute. Retonga may
be obtained at Dawson's Drug
Store.
—Adv.

V, •

••

1005 Persons Inspect

Exhibits At Eastside
School Monday
One thousand and five persons
attended the Farm and Home
Equipment Show held in Eastside School gymnasium Monday,
according to a report of the Extension Office.
Of the number recorded, about
half were students in Agriculture and Home Economics and
4-H Club members. Agricultural
and Home Economics teachers of
Butler, Cobb and Fredonia accompanied their pupils to inspect the exhibit.
20 farmers
Approximately
from Lyon county visited the
exhibit during the day, County
Agent J. F. Graham said. Homemakers from Lyon and Crittenden counties also visited the
show.
In addition to the staff from
the Farm Labor Department of
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, assistance in
setting tip the exhibit and explantion of the various models
was provided by a number of
local persons among whom were:
John Mahan, H. J. Watson, W.
G. McConnell, W. D. Armstrong,
Mrs. W. P. Crawford, Mrs.
"ke)

(By Aisoctated Pres.()

Frankfort—The biennial budget bill, carrying $88,000,000 with
possible increases if revenue
justifies, was finally enacted
Monday night after the House
of Representatives yielded to the
Senate and broke the long deadlock.
The final vote in the House
was 85 to 3, and the bill now
goes to Gov. Simeon Willis.
The decision of the House ended a long fight between the Democratic majorities in the House
and Senate. The former had originally passed a $92,000,000 budget
for general fund expenditures, including considerably larger
grants for education, welfare and
other important activities than
provided in the Senate's original
measure, which totalled $87,850,812.
George Martin. Jr., Mrs. Chas.
Lester, Mrs. J. I. Lester, Mrs.
Martin Oliver, Mrs. Guy Shoulders, Mrs. V. E. Coleman, Mrs.
Hugh Yates, Mrs. Ralph Griffin,
Mrs. V. T. White, Mrs. Percy
Piercy, Mrs. J. M. Taylor, Mrs.
Earl Wood, Mrs. George Markoff,
Don Boitnott, P. L. Funk, Harry
Johnson, Bernard Jones, L. C.
Liman, J. M. Tichenor, Charles
Hubbard, K. P. Hobgood.
••,

•
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THE TRUTH
ABOUT FlIONIE BUILDING
in 1946
•

IT'S TIME VETERANS AND ALL CITIZENS
WERE TOLD THE TRUTH ABOUT THE HOME
BUILDING SITUATION.

The main bottleneck to home construction is proof material and equipment.

4.0PA's slowness in adjusting mill ceiling
prices on hardwood flooring, siding, millwork
and plywood has contributed to the difficulties mills are having in securing necessary
manpower.

•

•

Lumber Dealers and the Building Industry are
eager to build homes for veterans and all citizens
who need them. The reason few homes are being
built is because mate,lets are not being produced.
WHY?

1.Governed by OPA's war-time pricing formulas, it is still more profitable for lumber mills
to make items for export—and the items formerly required for war use, than it is to
make lumber usable in Home Construction.
2.0PA's war-time pricing formulas are still
keeping thousands of small mills out of production.

•

_

3.(WA's enforcement policies ,have allowed the
creation of a large black market in lumber
which is moving outside of regular channels
to trads. „

Meetings
Masonic'
Clinton Lodge will hold a
called meeting 7 p. m. Monday,
March 18th, to confer the second
degree. Also a meeting 7 p. m.
Friday, March 29th, 1946, to confer the Master Mason's degree.
Brothers take notice. Visiting
brothers welcome.
Earl Adams, mailer
G. W. Towery, secretary 3t

CLASSIFIED ADS

•

Clay sewer pipe, cast iron soil pipe and Gypsum
board manufacturers have experienced a similar
OPA delay in the granting of price adjustments
to make increased production possible.
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We go any where at any time.

"You need not sacrifice
for years to own the
house you want"

Del Monico Egg Noodles with Chicken
Broth and Tomato Sauce

Executor's Notice
Persons knowing themselves
indebted jo the estate of the
late W. P. Spickard, please
make settlement on or before
April 10, 1946, and those having
claims against said estate will
be required to present same
properly proven on or by same
date.
Mrs. Stella Spickard, Executrix,
W. P. Spickard estate
3t

Phillip's (with pork & tomato sauce)

CHOCOLATE CRUNCH
pound

26(

terLI

is
BISitl
MULS

2 can
1
large No. 2/

13(

HOMINY large No. 2/
2 can
1
GOLD DISH CUT

VALUE CUT STRING
BEETS
No. 2 can

No. 2 can

12(

Whole wheat bite size, ready to eat
LEOTA BELLE

SHREDDED RALSTON

SAUCE 14 oz. bot. 13¢ 2 for 25(
SWIFT'S (delicious a hundred ways) 33f
12 oz. tin

PREM
DUFF'S

3

pkg.

24

BLACK EYED PEAS No. 2 can

14

GINGERBREAD MIX

Evaporated

(bright and delicious) Af5ft

APPLES

'bulk

pound

pkg.

JOHNSON'S HOMONOGIZED
PEANUT BUTTER

16 oz. jar

PEL-PAK SEEDLESS
RAISINS

15 oz. package

11
1
11
29(
11

Sunsweet Dried California
PEACHES

bulk

pound

PENN-CHAMP

pound
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obstacles blocking production of materials will simply add addi-

Princeton Lumber Company

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

Phone 260
•

S. Seminary St.
6

S•

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Autherlmill Repro...1040v* of
Ohio Valley ToratIrtlit CorperaElool
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celery, slice a couple of tomatoes, add a head of lettuce and
a salad the whole family will like.
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R. R. Depot

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVING
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

bulk

superyjsOfS

R. (Dick) MORSE, Supervisor

BUY CHICKS NOW.--.Early
chicks produce early fall layers. Early chicks produce broilhigh-priced
early
ers for
markets. Paramount Hatchery,
tf
Eddyville, Phone 3062.

CAKES

ApPoi

Asks
Board
Cityprinceto
thatrngn

and Princeton Hotel
and Efficient Service Guarantee
Treatment
Courteous

WANTED TO RENT—Apartment
or house in desirable localiton.
See Mrs. Q. A. Wright or call
ltp
683-W.

$4,009 Total In
Red Cross Drive

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

The OPA can hardly hold present price ceilings
when it has no control over volume of unemployment, labor wage rates, cashing of government
bonds, and installment or credit expansion—BUT
THE OPA CAN ACT AS A BLOCK TO RECONVERSION BY CLINGING TO UNREALISTIC
WARTIME PRICE CEILINGS.

E-.

I. I.• E.

E. •

itizen
ong
Low
ry meet_
go Of %-

Service Cab

BABY CHICKS — Good quality.
Send for price list and save
money. Worthwhile Chicks,
101 W. North Ave., Baltimore,
it
Maryland.

STRONG, vigorous rhubarb
roots. 6 for $1. A. H. Temple2t
ton, florist.

1/1
a. a.
000

a- a.

0 00
E.

N.Y.
Pepsi-Cola Company,Lone Island City,
Bottling
Hopkinsville
Corn
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola

OLD BLACK JOE

No amount of juggling with an insufficient sup •
ply will produce a single home more than can be
built with material available.

6

0000

CHARLES E. BARD, piano tuner,
will be at Princeton Hotel
ltp
the week of March 17.

sawsPA
006Asoc T

••C

CO V) (/) CO
• 11. Q. a.

controlled
HELM'S pullorum
chicks—immediate delivery—
holder four worlds' records
bulletins—Helm's
—brooding
HATCHERY—across from
hitchyard—Princeton.

KRAUT

With 400 brick and tile plants closed, it took 6
month for OPA to adjust prices. Now an additional
125 plants have opened and production is up 35%.

Unblock the production of materials caused by
unrealistic wartime price controls and the building
industry will build enough homes for veterans and

.0

CHICKS EARLY.—
ORDER
Avoid delays in delivery. See
the chicks you are buying.
Book orders now. Blood-tested,
U. S. Approved Pullorum controlled. Paramount Hatchery,
(Continued from Page One)
ff
Eddyville, Phone 342.
$11; Mrs. Otie Eison, Shepherdson and Stone Sts., $5.50; Mrs. FOR SALE-2-wheel trailer, one
J. B. Lester, Seminary St., $7.25;
9x12 tarpaulin, new sectional
We arrange monthly rent-like paymen
Mrs. Harry Randolph, Washingbook case, one small office
ton St., $13; Mrs. C. A. Horn,
ltp
desk. Call 415.
that fit easily into your budget.
Hawthorne St., $4.50; Mrs C A
Parker, N. Jefferson St., $7.50; BUY CHICKS NEAR HOME.—
Avoid chilling. Place orders
Betty Lee Tracy, S. Jefferson St.,
If you are going to build or buy, take ti
now. All popular breeds from
$33; Mrs. Howard Rice, Highland Ave., $11.25; Mrs. Wes
carefully selected flocks. Parato learn about our most convenient and econo
mount Hatchery, Eddyville,
Fraley, Varmint Trace St., $18;
tf
Phone 3062.
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinsical home financing plan.
vile St., $13; Mrs. Luther Stallins, Madisonville St., $18.50; FOR SALE-2 mares, 4 years
2 hands high,
/
old, sorrel, 161
Mrs. A. L. Wilson and Mrs. C.
good condition. Harness broke.
A. Griffin, N. Jefferson St.,
Bird McChesney, 2 miles west
$226; Mrs. J. L. Groom, N.
on Dawson Highway 62. 2tp
Harrison St., $10.50.
County communities: Mt. Heb- FOR SALE—Two-room house on
ron, Mrs. Edgar Milton, chairlarge lot; Maple Ave. Write
TeL 46
man, $11; Hopson, Mrs. Raymond
Mrs. Hazel Turpin Coleman,
HENRIETTA
BLDG.
PR/MCETON, K
Stroube, $10.50; Lakewood, Mrs.
306 S. Fourth St., Boonville,
Maxwell Calloway, $33; HopInd.
2tp
kinsville Road, Mrs. Don Boit
nott, $51; Wilson-Warehouse Rd.,
Mrs. Labe Hogan, $13.25; Old
Fredonia Road, Mrs. J. D. Wylie,
$12.55; Eureka, Homer Mason,
$3.15; Crider, Mrs. Raymond
Phelps, $28.25; Olney, Mrs. Floyd
Creelcmur, $9.15; Cedar Bluff,
Mrs. I. T. Sholar, $30.08; DuPacked in 16 oz. jar.
laney, Miss Iola Scott, $13; BethDon't you think the above sounds most delicious? It is delicious, easy to fix, prepare
any, Willis Traylor, $6; Bethany,
in a jiffy and economical.
Ellis Nichols, $4; Otter Pond,
Mrs. Lee Mashburn, $12; HawDel Monico Egg Noodles with Chicken Broth and Tomato Sauce
ridge, Mrs. A. M. Calvert, $11.10.
16 oz. jar
15¢

Lefteris Right
Capetown—AP—Omiros Eleftheriou ierodiaconou said his
• name was a handicap in busi• ness and asked to have it
changed to Lefteris.

duction

No legislation, Presidential announcement, government control plan, or system can produce a
single additional home until production of materials
is speeded up.

Community Are Cited
With two weeks left for the
Farm Bureau membership drive,
150 additional members are needed to reach the 350 membership
goal set by the directors of our
local Farm Bureau, W. G. Shoulders said this week.
Mr. Shoulders said the record
of the Farm Bureau in legislative, educational, and other matters influencing rural and community improvement is clearly
one of unselfish motives worthy
of the support of all our citizenry, especially that of all
farmers. He said non-members
as well as members share equally in benefits, received because
of the Farm Bureau's efforts in
rural road program, educational
opportunities, rural electrification are shared by all alike, with
few exceptions.
The community hospital service, under the Blue Cross
plan, is one exec...Mon, he said.
Under this plan, cheap hospitalization insurance is made available to Farm Bureau members.
This service is made available
only thi.ough organizations and
the Farm Bureau is the only
farmers organization through
which this service is available
in Kentucky.
Mr. Shoulders said information
on this service is being sent to
all Farm Bureau members, who
may take advantage of it by
making proper application by
the end of March. New Farm
Bureau members will have the
same opportunity, provided application is made by the end of
the month, he said.
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